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An important segment of outdoor recreational activity in 

eastern Oregon is based on the harvest of deer.    The deer population 

can be altered in two ways.    Rangeland,  which provides feed and 

cover for deer,   can be improved through public or private invest- 

ments or hunting regulations can be changed.    This study dealt with 

the economic impact that changes in deer population through changes 

in range forage and/or deer hunting regulations might have upon a 

rural community. 

A computer simulation model of important components and 

interactions of the bio-economic system was developed.    The bio- 

logical components consist of a deer population,   a cattle population, 

and a range resource.    The economic component consists of economic 



activities within a rural community.    It is based on an input-output 

model with trading patterns among sectors assumed to remain rela- 

tively constant.    The model can be characterized as a density depen- 

dent system with deer and cattle interrelated through the  use 

of  available   forage. 

The model can be used for a comparison of two different sets 

of natural resource management strategies.    A set of natural 

resource management strategies consists of deer hunting patterns, 

cattle  sales patterns,  and expected range forage production.    The 

benefits and/or costs resulting from this comparison are divided into 

rancher benefits,   resident benefits,   and hunter benefits.     Resident 

benefits are separated into resident income and local government 

revenue. 

Experiments using the model indicated that the amount and dis- 

tribution of benefits from changes in range forage ava.ilability were 

dependent upon the relative levels of production in each of the range 

forage categories.    Deer hunting regulations also affected the amount 

and distribution of benefits.    For the alternatives considered,  hunter 

benefits were affected most and rancher income was affected least by 

changes in range forage production.    Conclusions from the study indi- 

cated that information on forage availability as well as the relation- 

ship between the use of a range area by either deer or cattle and 

forage availability would  substantially increase accuracy in 



measurement of the magnitude and distribution of benefits and costs 

to a community from changes in natural resource management 

strategies. 
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SOME MARKET AND NON-MARKET   EFFECTS  OF ALTERNATIVE 
NATURAL  RESOURCE  MANAGEMENT   STRATEGIES: 

THE   CASE   OF  AN  EASTERN  OREGON 
DEER  POPULATION 

CHAPTER  I 

INTRODUCTION 

Problem 

The demand for,   and expenditures on,  outdoor recreation have 

increased  substantially in recent years.    Various socio-economic 

and technological changes in American life,   such as increase in lei- 

sure time,   income,  population,   and mobility,  have contributed to the 

upsurge in outdoor recreational activity.    At the  same time techno- 

logical changes in the production and processing of agricultural sup- 

plies and consumer goods have called for fundamental adjustments in 

the economies of many rural communities.    A common symptom of 

these adjustments has been a decline in the population of these areas. 

For example,  while the total population of Oregon increased by 18.2% 

in the  1960-1970 period,   Grant County,   not atypical of other areas in 

eastern Oregon,  experienced a population loss of 9.4% (Bureau of 

Business and Economic Research,   University of Oregon,   1971). 

The fact that both of the developments mentioned above 

occurred  simultaneously serves to explain why many concerned 



individuals have turned to  "outdoor recreation" as an economic 

activity which might be expanded as an additional economic base for 

the affected rural communities.    Like agriculture and timber pro- 

duction,  outdoor recreation uses the natural resources of the area 

as an important input.    These uses may be competitive with one 

another,  or they may complement one another.    Often the interrela- 

tionships among them are complex and difficult to quantify. 

In eastern Oregon,   an important segment of the outdoor recre- 

ational activity is based on the harvest of deer.    In this context, 

public and private management decisions are important.    Rangeland, 

which provides forage and cover for deer,   can be improved through 

public or private investments,   or hunting regulations can be changed. 

These decisions are likely to affect not only the deer population,   and 

therefore the associated recreational activity,  but they also have 

important agricultural implications through their effects upon cattle 

production.    Similarly,  management decisions directed primarily at 

the improvement of resource productivity for cattle production may 

also have an impact upon the deer population. 

Deer production differs in several aspects from timber and 

cattle production.    Deer is an extra-market good in that no well- 

defined market exists which can be used to indicate its relative 

value.    Individuals and groupsinterested in deer production must 

rely upon extra-market information to allocate resources for deer 



production.    Information produced by research about the costs and 

benefits of deer production and management can aid decision makers 

and the general public in determining how many and what resources 

should be used for this purpose.    It can aid in the understanding of 

the effects that changes in deer production and management have upon 

the income received by cattle ranchers and other individuals.    These 

effects are important because changes in incomes are major incen- 

tives affecting the actions of cattle ranchers as well as other 

individuals. 

Many of the deer herds in eastern Oregon are dependent upon 

both private and public land for their feed and cover.    Generally,   the 

private land owner has little incentive to consider the effects his 

decisions have upon public land use or upon the management of deer. 

Little is known about the effects that range improvements such as 

re seeding and timber thinning,  or that changes in cattle grazing 

practices have upon the costs and benefits of deer production. 

Information about the effects of changes in deer production and 

management upon the income of ranchers,  businessmen,  and other 

local groups would aid community leaders in determining the impact 

that changes in the supply of deer hunting activities will have upon 

the growth and development of their community.    The  state govern- 

ment could use information concerning the effects of changes in deer 

population upon hunters' benefits to determine the extent that state 



support might be given to local resource development.    State agencies 

such as the Game Commission could use information concerning the 

effects that private land use has upon deer population to determine 

the desirability of providing incentives to private land owners as a 

means of altering the deer population. 

Objectives 

The specific objectives of the thesis are: 

1. To develop a model describing relationships in eastern 
Oregon among deer,   cattle and local economic activities. 

2. To use the model to determine amount and distribution 
of the benefits and costs of changes in deer population 
through changes in hunting regulations and range reha- 
bilitation. 

Computer simulation is the technique used to depict the rela- 

tionships among deer,   cattle,   and local economic activity.    It 

involves the conceptualization,  building,   and operating of a model 

designed to represent the complex and dynamic environment of the 

real-life situation under consideration (Halter and Miller,   1966). 

Its purpose in this study is to aid in tracing through a complex sys- 

tem  some of the consequences,  benefits and costs to specified groups, 

resulting from management and production decisions intended to alter 

either the deer or the cattle population.    Anderson (1972) has demon- 

strated the usefulness of computer simulation in studying the effects 



of hunting strategy upon deer population. 

Grant County,   Oregon,  was the specific area used as a data 

source in constructing the computer simulation model.    The North- 

side Game Management Unit in Grant County was used as a data 

source for the deer and cattle populations.    Grant County was 

selected because of the relative availability of information concern- 

ing the local economy compared to other areas in eastern Oregon. 

The Northside Game Management Unit was selected because of the 

relative availability of information on the deer population and range 

conditions compared to other areas in Grant County. 

Thesis Outline 

In the following chapter the bio-economic model as initially 

conceptualized is presented.    In Chapter III the  specific types of rela- 

tionships used, in the model are detailed.    The input data require- 

ments and output data form for the computer program are given in 

the first part of Chapter IV.    In the latter part of Chapter IV validity 

tests and modifications made in the model are presented.    Experi- 

ments using alternative natural resource strategies are covered in 

Chapter V.    The Summary and Conclusions comprise Chapter VI. 



CHAPTER  II 

THE   BIO-ECONOMIC   MODEL 

Introduction 

A flow diagram of important components and interactions of the 

bio-economic system was developed (Figure 1).    In the biological 

components of the model,   real flows consist of identifiable material: 

deer,   cattle,   or forage.    In the economic component,   real flows 

represent dollar movements resulting from payments for goods and 

services.    The information flows represent relationships considered 

to exist in the real bio-economic system but not utilized in the model. 

Sources represent exogenous variables which lie outside the con- 

sideration of the model.    Functional flows indicate the relationships 

utilized in the computer simulation model.    The valve  symbols 

(tX])   represent rates of flow; the rectangles ( |      I )   represent 

levels or accumulations of rates.    The dynamics of the  system are 

generated by time differentials in the rates controlling flow into and 

out of a level. 

Benefits and Costs 

The benefits generated through the interaction of the resources 

depicted in the model are divided,  according to activity,   into three 



Figure  1.    Bio-Economic Model of the Northside Deer and Cattle Populations 
Grant County,   Oregon 
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separate groups.    These groups are:    rancher benefits,   resident 

benefits,  and hunter benefits.     Rancher benefits accrue to individuals 

as a result of engaging in cattle production.    Hunter benefits accrue 

to individuals as a result of engaging in deer hunting activities. 

Resident benefits accrue to individuals who are members of the local 

business community. 

Two classes of resident benefits exist.    One is resident income 

which results from providing services to ranchers,  hunters,   or other 

local businessmen; the other is local governmental services received 

as a result of being a member of the local community.    These classes 

are mutually exclusive according to activity; however,   there is noth- 

ing to preclude an individual from receiving benefits from all three 

activities.    An individual maybe simultaneously a "rancher, " a 

"hunter, " and a "resident. "   The distribution of an individual's 

benefits according to source will determine how the total benefits 

received by him will be affected by changes within the system. 

The benefits associated with a change in the  system appear as 

increases in one or more benefit levels.    The costs,  foregone bene- 

fits,   associated with a change in the  system appear as decreases in 

one or more benefit levels.    Benefits and costs other than from the 

three  specified  sources are not accounted for by the model.    There- 

fore,  benefits such as those from the non-consumptive use of deer 

are not evaluated.    The opportunity costs of investments required to 



alter any rate within the model are not evaluated because their inci- 

dence is indeterminate.    For example,   the range forage production 

rate may be altered by a range rehabilitation project paid for by 

either an individual rancher or the federal government.    The result- 

ing costs and benefits generated within the model would be the same 

in either case.    The benefits and costs as generated within the model 

are independent of the  source of investment funds used to alter the 

bio-economic system. 

Range Forage 

Range forage production is characterized as a "production- 

removal" process.    Forage is defined as "all browse and herbaceous 

food,that is available to livestock or ganne animals.    It may either be 

used for grazing or harvested for feeding" (Range Term Glossary 

Committee,  Donald L.  Huss,   Chairman.     1964,  p.   14).    Availability 

is a key concept with forage use.    It is dependent upon a number of 

factors.    Forage growth patterns,   the removal rate by other animal 

species,   and the palatability of forage are all factors affecting forage 

availability.     Snow may cover low vegetation thus making it unavail- 

able for use during periods in the winter months.    The accessibility 

of water may affect forage availability.    Lack of drinking water may 

limit the use of forage by deer and cattle.    Removal of cover for 

deer  may   reduce  forage   availability  in  that  the  deer will  no 
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longer use the forage even though it is physically present. 

Range investment and weather are the determinants of the 

forage production rate (Figure 1).    Range investment includes the 

vegetation,   drinking water and its availability,  and other "man 

alterable" characteristics which affect the carrying capacity of a 

range for deer or cattle.    Weather includes temperature,   rainfall, 

length of growing season,   and other range characteristics not under 

the control of man which affect the carrying capacity of a range for 

deer or cattle.    Cattle numbers and deer numbers are the respective 

determinants of the rate at which forage is removed for cattle and 

deer feed. 

The determinants of the  "other uses" removal rate are:    (1) the 

"natural decay rate" of a vegetation which reduces its palatability, 

nutritional value,  or availability for cattle or deer feed; and (2) other 

wildlife  populations such, as elk and antelope. 

The relationships that exist between deer and cattle are the 

result of their use of common ranges.    In the model,   the relation- 

ships between deer and cattle are assumed to be due to forage use. 

Other possible interrelationships through the use of a common range 

area such as conflicts in land use between deer hunting and cattle 

operations,  disease or parasite relationships have generally not 

been constraints to deer and cattle on eastern Oregon ranges. 

The relationship between deer and cattle through forage use 
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can be graphically depicted with the use of "carrying capacity 

curves. "    "Carrying capacity" is here defined as the level of range 

use which will result in a constant rate of change in biomass per 

unit of biomass for a particular animal species.     "Carrying capa- 

city" as used in this context is different from  "grazing capacity" 

which is defined as "the maximum  stocking rate possible without 

inducing damage to vegetation or related resources" (Range Term 

Glossary Committee,   Donald L.  Huss,   Chairman.     1964,  p.   16). 

For a given range resource,   a family of "cattle carrying capacity" 

curves exist between deer and cattle (Figure 2).    Along each of the 

"cattle carrying capacity" curves,   the rate of gain per animal unit 

is constant.    As cattle numbers are increased holding deer numbers 

constant,   the rate of gain per animal unit will decrease.    This is due 

to the increased competition among cattle for forage.    As deer num- 

bers are increased,   the rate of gain per animal unit in cattle will 

either (1) increase then decrease,  or (Z) decrease depending upon 

cattle numbers.    In Figure 2,   the point  M   represents the highest 

rate of gain per animal unit in cattle. 

Similarly,  a family of "deer carrying capacity" curves exist 

for a given range resource between deer and cattle (Figure 3).    Along 

each of the  "deer carrying capacity" curves,   the  rate of change in 

deer numbers per thousand deer is constant.    The rate of change in 

deer numbers is determined by birth and natural death rates.    As 
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deer numbers are increased,  holding cattle numbers constant,   the 

rate of change in deer numbers per thousand deer will decrease. 

This is due to increased competition among deer for forage.    As 

cattle numbers are increased,   the rate of change in deer numbers 

per thousand deer will either (1) increase then decrease,   or (2) 

decrease depending upon deer numbers.    In Figure 3,   the point  N 

represents the highest rate of change in deer numbers per thousand 

deer. 

The determinants of the two families of "carrying capacity" 

curves are:    (1) age and sex distribution of the deer population,   (2) 

age and sex distribution of the cattle population,   (3) natural forage 

preferences of deer and cattle,   (4) range conditions and forage com- 

position,  and (5)  season of range use by deer and cattle. 

On a range with a forage composition such that the natural for- 

age preferences of deer and cattle result in each kind of animal 

selecting different types of vegetation,  all the relationships repre- 

sented in Figures 2 and 3 between deer and cattle will occur.    At low 

levels of range use by both deer and cattle,   the relationship is com- 

plementary.    At high levels of range use by either cattle or deer,   the 

relationship is competitive.    The complementarity at low levels of 

use appears to be the result of cattle and deer eating different types 

of vegetation.    The use of the range by either animal species results 

in an increasingly less desirable plant population for that species 
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but tends to produce an ecological shift more favorable for use by the 

opposite animal species (Lesperance,   1970).   The removal of the less 

desirable vegetation by the opposite animal species tends to enhance 

the production of more desirable vegetation.    At high levels of use, 

both cattle and deer are eating the same types of vegetation; there- 

fore,   the relationship is more competitive. 

In addition to the cattle-deer interrelationship,   an interseasonal 

relationship exists in range forage use.    The relationship between 

forage use in one season and forage availability in a future season 

may be competitive,   complementary,   or independent.    For example, 

the  spring use of a range may affect forage availability the following 

autumn,  or winter use may affect forage availability the following 

spring.    The types of interseasonal relationships that exist are de- 

pendent upon (1) the intensity of stocking with deer and cattle,   (Z) 

range conditions,  and (3) forage composition. 

Deer Population 

The dynamics of the deer population are produced in the model 

through time differentials in the birth,  natural death,  and hunting kill 

rates.    The birth rate and the natural death rate are both determined 

by the forage available per capita for deer.    Natural deaths are those 

losses due to age,  nutritional deficiencies,   the action of predators, 

parasites,  and disease.    The relationships between the birth and 

natural death rates and the forage level are based on the idea that as 
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the forage available per capita for deer increases the plane of nutri- 

tion of the deer will also increase.    The forage available per capita 

for deer reflects the relative quantity and quality of forage available. 

It is dependent upon both the forage level and the deer population.    It 

will increase as the forage level increases with deer population held 

constant and decrease as deer population increases with the forage 

level held constant. 

The relationship between the birth rate and the forage available 

per capita for deer is assumed to take the general form shown in 

Figure 4; the relationship between the natural death rate and the for- 

age available per capita for deer is assumed to take the general form 

shown in Figure 5.    In the computer simulation model,   the hunting 

kill rate is determined exogenously.    It is assumed to reflect deer 

regulation and management decisions.    This is a simplification of 

real world conditions where hunting demand,  natural deaths,   and 

deer regulation and management all interact to determine the hunting 

kill rate. 

Cattle Population 

The cattle population is analogous to that of a "cow-calf" ranch. 

Replacement cows are raised.    Calves are marketed as  "weaner 

calves" in the year of birth or as "yearlings" in the year after birth. 

In response to changes in range conditions,   ranchers undoubtedly 
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alter their cattle herd size and composition; however,   for purposes 

of manipulation,  birth rates,   sales rates,   culling rates,   replacement 

rates,   etc. ,  which affect cattle numbers are exogenous variables in 

the computer simulation model. 

The rate of gain by cattle is considered to be less directly 

under management control than are cattle numbers.    It is an impor- 

tant factor in the determination of ranchers' revenue,  both total and 

net.    Caton (1959) and Costello (1959) in separate reports indicate 

that rate of gain by cattle is dependent upon range conditions.    They 

also report that the intensity of range use affects the rate of gain by 

cattle and,   consequently,   the net revenue of ranchers.    In the com- 

puter simulation model,   ranchers' total revenue is determined by: 

(1) the number of cattle sold,   (2) the average weight of the cattle 

sold,   and (3) market prices.    The average weight of an animal is 

equal to the weight gains over the life of the animal.    The relation- 

ship between weight gain and forage available per animal unit for 

cattle is assumed to take the general form shown in Figure 6.    The 

market price of cattle is considered to be an exogenous variable. 

The Local Economy 

The dollar flow through the local economy is based upon a 

county input-output model (Haroldsen and Youmans, 1972). The 

local economy has two  sources of revenue in the bio-economic model 
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(Figure 1).    They are (^ranchers' total revenue and (2) hunters' 

expenditures in the county.    The cattle sales level (number of cattle 

sold),  market conditions (prices),   and weight of cattle sold determine 

the  rate at which ranchers'total revenue is generated.    In the model, 

the impact of ranch management decisions upon ranchers' total 

revenue comes through the cattle  sales rate and indirectly through 

change s in the forage level (which affects cattle weight gain) caused 

by manipulation of cattle numbers.    The impact of deer management 

decisions or changes in range conditions upon ranchers' total revenue 

comes through changes in the forage level. 

In the input-output model,   similar firms are grouped together 

in business "sectors. "   In addition,  households and local government 

are explicitly included as  "sectors" of the local economy.    The  "sec- 

tors" engage in trade with one another.    As in the input-output model, 

trading patterns among sectors of the local economy are assumed to 

remain relatively constant.    Therefore,   a change in output in one 

sector will result in changes in the output of other sectors. 

The major routes of dollar movement required to generate 

rancher and resident benefits are depicted in Figure 1.    However, 

the total repercussions through the local economy as measured in 

the input-output model with both "direct" and  "indirect" effects are 

accounted for in rancher and resident benefit levels. 

Hunter expenditures in the county are determined by hunting 
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activity.    In the computer simulation model,   the number of deer 

killed.is used as a proxy variable for hunting activity.    It is assumed 

that with an increase in hunting success in the study area,   additional 

hunters will enter the area.    These may be either hunters from 

other areas or "new" hunters who with the change in hunting condi- 

tions consider it beneficial to hunt.    This type of behavior by hunters 

would result in hunting activity as measured by hunting days divided 

by the number of deer killed being approximately constant.    Thus a 

linear relationship would exist between hunting activity and the num- 

ber of deer killed. 

Hunter benefits,   as well as hunter expenditures within the 

county,  are assumed to be linearly dependent upon the number of 

deer killed; i.e.   (Hunter benefits) = K    (number of deer killed) and 

(hunter expenditures in the county) = K    (number of deer killed). 
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CHAPTER  III 

MODEL  SPECIFICATION 

Range Forage 

Range forage is classified into three general categories. 

These are:    (1)  "cattle winter" range,   (2) "summer" range,   and (3) 

"cattle   spring  fall-deer winter" range.    The differences in these 

range areas are largely due to "seasonality" and "storability" char- 

acteristics.    Seasonality refers to when vegetation becomes avail- 

able for use during the year.    Storability refers to how well a vege- 

tation maintains its palatability and nutritional value after being 

produced.    The "summer" range and the "cattle spring fall-deer 

winter" range are each composed of a "grass" and a "browse" 

sector. 

The  "cattle winter" range consists of alfalfa and native hay 

grown during the summer months and stored for the winter use of 

cattle.    It has generally not been available for deer use.     "Summer 

range" covers the "high mountain forested areas" and consists of 

grasses,  forbs,  and browse.    It was not considered to be an area of 

conflict between deer and cattle by Mace (1949); however,   it is an 

essential factor in the production of both deer and cattle.    The 

"cattle spring fall-deer  winter"   range consists primarily of cheat 
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grass, bunch grasses,   and browse species.    Mace (1949) reported 

that the spring use of this range was necessary to the year-around 

livestock economy.    The late  summer and fall use of this range by 

cattle was considered by Mace (1949) to be in direct competition with 

deer winter use and,   consequently,  a constraint on the deer popula- 

tion.     Late winter deer use limits forage availability for spring 

cattle use and fall cattle use limits forage availability for deer 

winter use. 

In the computer simulation model, the "seasonality" char- 

acteristics of a range are incorporated in the forage production rate, 

and the "storability" characteristics are incorporated in the "natural 

decay rate. " The seasonal pattern of range use is considered to be 

as indicated, in Table 1. This is a simplification of real world condi- 

tions in that the period of range use is not as constant, nor the sepa- 

ration between range sectors as complete as depicted in Table 1. 

The growth patterns and  "natural decay" pattern for all ranges 

except the  "cattle winter" range were based on prevalent plant 

species of the specific range area.       For the  "cattle winter" range 

the assumption was made that "forage production" occurred equally 

in each of the months that cattle used the winter range.    This is a 

The plant growth and decay patterns were determined in con- 
sultation with A.  H.  Winward,   Assistant Professor of Range Manage- 
ment,   Oregon State University. 
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Table 1.    The Pattern of Range Use by Deer and Cattle,  Northside 
Range Area* 

Range 
Period of Use 

Deer Cattle 

"cattle winter" Dec - March 

ner" 
"grass" April                         June -  July 
"browse" May - Oct                   Aug - Sept 

'cattle fall spring-deer winter" 
"grass" March                       April - May 
"browse" Nov   - Feb                  Oct - Nov 

* Range use patterns were determined from correspondence with 
William K.  Farrell,  Grant County Extension Agent (December 
1972) and in consultation with A.  H.   Winward,  Assistant Professor 
of Range Management,   Oregon State University. 

simplification of real world conditions but approximates the con- 

trolled feeding of hay to cattle. 

The animal unit month (AUM) was selected as the unit by which 

to measure forage.    Since the basic time unit in the computer model 

is a month,   the forage available each month becomes animal unit 

months of forage per month or animal units of forage.    The animal 

unit of forage is defined as the amount of forage necessary to sus- 

tain an animal unit for a specified length of time (a month in this 

case) (Brown,   1954).    A major limitation in the use of the animal 

unit as a measure of forage production is that it does not indicate 

whether,  with that amount of feed,   the animal is just maintaining 
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itself or losing or gaining weight.    A lack of data concerning forage 

production in the study area as well as a lack of information con- 

cerning the precise effect of forage availability upon weight gains in 

cattle or mortality in deer negated any advantages that more refined 

units of measure might possess. 

The removal rate of forage by deer or cattle is based on the 

idea that an animal has two constraints upon feed consumption in a 

range setting.    One is the physical capacity of the animal to hold the 

feed; the other is the time limit and amount of effort required to 

obtain the feed.    The assumption is made that in grazing an animal 

will "thin" the forage.    Thus at low levels of forage availability per 

animal unit the animal will expend more energy in obtaining the feed 

than it would at higher levels of forage availability per animal unit. 

If the forage available per animal unit is sufficiently low,   then the 

animal will stop eating before gathering sufficient forage to satisfy it. 

Lack of information concerning forage production and deer 

numbers made measurement of the relationship between forage 

availability and forage consumption in a range setting impractical. 

Consequently,   the assumption was made that at a level of two or 

more animal units of forage available per animal unit the amount of 

forage removed by deer or cattle is equal to the number of animal 

units in the deer or cattle population.    When forage available per 

animal unit is less than two,   the amount of forage removed by the 
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animal population is proportionately less per animal unit.    However, 

as the forage available per animal unit approaches zero,   the propor- 

tion of the total forage available that is removed approaches unity 

(Figure 7). 

The Weather Factor 

The real biosystem is subject to random  shocks resulting from 

year-to-year variation due to factors such as rainfall,   temperature 

and other natural phenomena.    On eastern Oregon ranges year-to- 

year yield fluctuations in forage production can be estimated using 

precipitation (Sneva and Hyder,   1962).    Using the herbage yield 

indices estimated by Sneva and Hyder (1962),   a probability distribu- 

tion for the "among years forage variability" (Figure 8) was develop- 

ed from crop year precipitation (September 1  -  June 30) data.    Ini- 

tially,   crop year precipitation data from Dayville,  Oregon,  for the 

years 1952 -  1972 was used to develop a probability distribution. 

The above probability distribution resulted in a larger variability in 

forage production than was consistent with maintaining a deer popu- 

lation having the characteristics indicated by historical data. 

Because of the size of the Northside range area,   the use of precipi- 

tation data from a single weather station undoubtedly overestimates 

the variability in forage production. 

The second probability distribution (Figure 8) constructed was 
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used in experiments using the computer program.    It was constructed 

in the following manner.    Crop year precipitation data for the Day- 

ville,   Oregon, weather station for the years 1958 -  1972 was arrayed 

to obtain a first quartile, median,  and third quartile.    A precipita- 

tion index was calculated by dividing each of the three values by the 

median value.    A Dayville precipitation index was calculated as a 

weighted average of the 1958 -  1972 Dayville index and a 1932 -  1957 

Dayville index which had been constructed using data reported by 

Sneva and Hyder (1962).    The weights used to obtain the Dayville 

precipitation index were the portion of the total years covered by 

each index. 

Next a Prairie City Ranger Station index was calculated using 

the first quartile, median and the third quartile precipitation 

reported by Sneva and Hyder (1962) for the Prairie City Ranger 

Station 1932 - 1957.    The Prairie City Ranger Station and the Day- 

ville precipitation indexes were averaged to obtain the precipitation 

index used as a basis for the probability distribution.    As constructed, 

the above precipitation index contained only three numbers--first 

quartile,  median,  and third quartile.    The assumption was made that 

the lower half of the probability distribution (Figure 8) was normal 

with its variance and mean determined by the values of the first 

quartile and median of the precipitation index.    The upper half was 

also assumed to be normal with its variance and mean determined 
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by the values of the median and third quartile of the precipitation 

index.    This method of constructing the probability distribution 

allowed use of data on precipitation as published by Sneva and Hyder 

(1962) and the 1958 -  1972 data for Dayville,  Oregon. 

The weather factor is used as follows in the model.    On 

December 1,   each year of the simulation run,   the weather factor 

for that year is randomly selected from the probability distribution 

2 
by use of a pseudo-random number generator.       For each of the 

next twelve months,  normal forage production is modified by multi- 

plying it by the weather factor selected for that year.    The use of the 

weather factor results in fluctuation in forage production which 

approximates among years forage variation in the real bio system. 

The effects of fluctuation in forage production can be removed 

in the use of the model by specifying in the input data for any run that 

normal forage production will always occur,   i.e.   the weather factor 

for normal forage production has a probability of one and other 

weather factors have a total probability of zero.    When used in this 

manner,   the  simulation model reduces to a steady-state equilibrium 

model. 

2 
For a start number,   a pseudo-random number generator 

provides a sequence of numbers which satisfy statistical tests for 
randomness. Different start numbers give different sequences of 
numbers. 
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The Deer Population 

The deer population was divided into five categories based on 

age and sex (Table 2).    This was the minimum number necessary to 

adequately describe the deer population as depicted by historically 

available data from the Northside range.    The typical classification 

of fawns,  bucks,   and does was expanded to include yearling bucks 

and yearling does so that the effects on age composition within the 

deer population of altering natural resource management strategies 

would not be entirely neglected.    In order to make deer comparable 

to cattle in forage use,   the animal unit is used.    An animal unit of 

deer (AUD) is considered to be five deer from any of the five classi- 

fications except fawns. 

Two sets of mortality tables (Appendix B) were developed 

based on unpublished mortality tables compiled for a simulation 

Table 2.    Age and Sex Classification of Deer Population 

_'     ...       . Age _ 
Classification ,      °    y Sex 

(years) 

Fawn 0-1 Both 

Yearling Buck 1-2 Male 

Yearling Doe 1-2 Female 

Buck 2+ Male 

Doe 2+ Female 
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model of the Mendocino County,   California,   deer  population 

(Anderson,   1972).    This required the assumption that deer mortality 

and natality in the Northside Range Area were density dependent and 

not materially affected by density independent factors. 

One table relates forage available per animal unit for deer 

(AFD) to the mortality rate in the fawn population.    The other mor- 

tality table relates forage available per animal unit for deer (AFD) 

to mortality rates in the other four deer population categories.    Lack 

of information on the Northside deer management unit made it im- 

practical to estimate mortality rates specifically for the Northside 

deer population. 

The birth rate in the deer population is a step-function of the 

exponential average of the forage available per animal unit for deer 

3 
at the time of ovulation.       The use of the exponential average of the 

forage available per animal unit for deer is based on the idea that 

feed conditions prevailing at or before ovulation will determine the 

birth rate.    In the exponential average method,   greatest weight is 

3 
The exponential average of the forage available per animal 

unit for deer is computed as follows each time period:   EAFDt = 
EAFD^ + 1/T (AFDt - EAFDt-i) where   t = time period (months); 
AFD = forage available per animal unit for deer; EAFD = exponential 
average of forage available per animal unit for deer; T = exponential 
smoothing time constant.    See Brown,   Robert G.    Smoothing,   Fore- 
casting and Prediction of Discrete Time Series,   Prentice-Hall,   1963, 
pg.   101 for additional information on the exponential average. 
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given to forage available per animal unit for deer at the time of 

ovulation with earlier time periods given progressively smaller 

weights.    The value of the exponential smoothing constant deter- 

mines the weights.    The value used in this model was three; there- 

fore,   the birthrate is largely determined by the forage available per 

animal unit for deer in the months of December,  November,   October, 

and September. 

Fawns are separated by sex at the beginning of their second 

year of life.    At that time they are separated into males and females 

according to a specified ratio.    No empirical information was avail- 

able on what the ratio should be.    As constructed in the model,   the 

ratio is randomly selected each year by the use of a pseudo-random 

number generator from a uniform distribution with a mean and range 

specified by input data.    Data used in the model specifies that the sex 

ratio vary between 47 and 57% bucks. 

The Cattle Population 

The cattle population was divided into  seven categories based 

on age and sex (Table 3).    The sales, mortality,  and birth rates are 

all exogenously determined in the model.    The specific values for the 

above rates (Appendix B) were those which approximated character- 

istics of the Grant County cattle population.    Cattle using the North- 

side range area were assumed to have characteristics similar to 
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Table 3.    Age and Sex Classification of Cattle Population 

Classification . . Sex 
(years) 

Heifer Calf 0-1 Female 
Steer Calf 0-1 Male 

Yearling Heifer 1-2 Female 
Yearling Steer 1-2 Male 

Heifer 2-3 Female 
Steer 2+ Male 

Cow 3+ Female 

those of the total county area.    An animal unit in the cattle popula- 

tion (AUC) is considered to be one animal from any of the seven 

categories except heifer calves or steer calves. 

In the model,   calves and yearlings are considered to be sold 

by the pound; however,  steers, heifers and cows are considered to be 

sold by the head.    The impact of changes in range conditions upon 

rancher revenue comes through the effects that forage available per 

animal unit for cattle has upon calf and yearling average weights. 

"Weight gain" tables (Appendix B) were developed to relate rate of 

gain in calves and yearlings to forage available per animal unit in 

cattle.     "Expert opinion" and data available (Miles,  Hamilton,   and 

Farrell,   1971) indicated that two pounds per day was about the maxi- 

mum daily gain possible for cattle under range conditions.    The 
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assumption was made that calves or yearlings would not lose weight 

under summer range conditions.    Fall and winter weight gains were 

adjusted down on the assumption that (1) poorer quality forage was 

available and (2) weather conditions affect the maximum possible 

weight gain.    Lack of sufficient information on calf and yearling 

weight gains under range conditions made the direct testing of the 

"weight gain" tables impossible.    However,   information of calf 

weight gains such as that reported in "Weaning and Post-weaning 

Management of Spring Calves" (Raleigh,  Turner,  and Phillips, 1970) 

while not directly measuring the effects of forage availability on calf 

weight gains in a range setting,  does indicate possible effects of 

forage availability upon calf weight gains. 

At the time of sale,  heifer calves are considered to weigh less 

than the average calf weight computed in the model whereas steer 

calves are considered to weigh more.    The same relationship is 

assumed to exist between yearling heifers and yearling steers.    In 

the model,   the specific relationship is specified as input data.    As 

used in the model,  the weight of heifer calves was 97% of the average 

calf weight.    The weight of steer calves was 103% of the average calf 

weight.    These percentages were based on average weights of calves 

sold in Grant County as reported by the Cooperative Extension Ser- 

vice (Appendix A). 
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Hunter Benefits 

The rate at which hunter benefits are generated is assumed to 

be determined by the number of deer killed by hunters.    Brown, 

Nawas,  and Stevens (1973) report a "net economic value per animal 

harvested" of $108 for big game in the Northeast region,  which 

includes Grant County.    This value would overestimate hunter bene- 

fits per deer harvested because both elk and deer were included as 

big game in the Brown study (1973).    To obtain the  "net economic 

value per animal harvested" of $108,   the "net economic value" or 

"consumer's surplus from the exponential function" estimated in the 

above study,  was divided by the number of elk and deer harvested. 

In like manner,   a "net economic value per hunter day" of 

$9.20 was derived in the Brown study (1973) by dividing the "net 

economic value" by the number of hunter days.    Thus,   under 1968 

hunting conditions,  an average of $9.20 per hunter day could have been 

collected for big game hunting by a perfectly discriminating monopo- 

list.    The above study also reports that in the Northeast region, 

"animals harvested per hunter day" were:    . 139 deer by deer hunters 

and . 021 elk by elk hunters.    These figures could be interpreted as 

the probability of killing a deer or an elk in any hunting day under 

1968 hunting conditions.    Assuming that the value per hunter day is a 

result of the expectation of killing a game animal,   then the value of a 
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hunter day equals the probability of killing a game animal times the 

value of the game animal.    By assuming that the value per hunter 

day is the same for deer and elk,   and using the values reported in 

the Brown study (1973),   a value per animal harvested for both deer 

and elk can be obtained. 

Hunter Day Value = (Probability of Killing 
animal) (Value of animal) 

Deer:   $9, 20 = (1. 39) (Value of Deer) 

Elk:      $9.20 = (.021) (Value of Elk) 

Solving the above equations gives a value for deer of $66. 19 and for 

elk of $438. 09.    These values can be interpreted as the average 

amount per game animal harvested that hunters would be willing to 

pay (in addition to current expenditures) to participate in hunting 

activities.    The value of $66. 19 is used as a measure of hunters' 

benefits generated in the process of harvesting one deer.    A com- 

parable "net economic value per animal harvested" of $70 for the 

Central region was reported by Brown,   Nawas,   and Stevens (1973). 

The Central region had characteristics similar to those of the 

Northeast region and a big game harvest composed almost entirely 

of deer. 

Hunter Expenditures 

The level of hunter expenditures in the local economy is 

assumed to be determined by the number of deer killed by hunters. 
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The pattern of hunter expenditures in the local economy is assumed 

to be similar to that reported by Brown,   Nawas,   and Stevens (1973). 

The Brown study reports household income generated per animal 

harvested of $13,53; this amount was generated by using the Grant 

County input-output model (Haroldsen and Youmans,   1972) with sales 

in the local economy amounting to $56. 15 per animal harvested.    The 

sales were distributed among the sectors of the Grant County econ- 

omy in the following manner:    automotive--38. 74%,   lodging--3. 15%, 

cafes--17.99%,   products--30. 61%,   and services--9. 51%.    The above 

values are used to link the number of deer killed to hunter expendi- 

tures in the local economy in the following manner.    In December 

each year,   the exports of the affected sectors of the local economy 

are increased by the specified dollar value per animal harvested 

times the number of deer harvested.    The effect of the changes in 

exports as measured through the input-output model on the output 

levels of the various sectors in the local economy is used to deter- 

mine the effect of hunter expenditures on resident and rancher 

benefits. 

Resident and Rancher Benefits 

Information generated by the simulation model is presented as 

an array of changes in output for the 18 sector local economy. This 

method of data presentation gives more information on the impact to 
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the local economy than would be summarized in rancher and resi- 

dent benefits alone.    Rancher benefits,   as generated by the model, 

are equal to the "direct" effects on household income resulting from 

changes in output in the agricultural sector.    This value is computed 

by multiplying the change in agricultural output by the "direct coef- 

ficient" between the agricultural and household sectors.    The "direct 

coefficient"   measures payments made by the agricultural sector to 

the household sector.    Rancher benefits,   as measured in this man- 

ner,   represent payment to labor,   management,   and entrepreneur- 

ship from farms and ranches.    Resident benefits derived from 

household income are equal to the change in output in the household 

sector less rancher benefits.    Thus the change in output in the house- 

hole sector measures the sum of rancher benefits and resident bene- 

fits derived from household income.    Local government revenue 

(measured as the sum of changes in output in local governmental 

sectors,   i. e.   school,   roads,   police,   and other local government 

services) is used as a proxy for benefits that local residents receive 

from local governmental services.    It approximates tax revenue 

collected by local governmental units such as school districts, 

towns,   and county government. 
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CHAPTER IV 

MODEL  FORMAT  AND  VALIDATION 

The functional relationships presented in the previous chapter 

were incorporated into a computer program written in Fortran lan- 

guage.    The computer program abstracts from the real bio-economic 

system.    For example,  grazing patterns (Table 1) for deer and cattle 

are constant in the computer program although under real world con- 

ditions they vary from year to year.    Calves and fawns are born on 

February 28 and May 30 respectively each year rather than having 

births occur over a period of time as happens under real world 

conditions. 

Time Sequence of Events in the Model 

In the computer program,  a unit of time is defined for compu- 

tational purposes.    The units of time are a month and a year.    The 

year goes from December 1 to November 30.    In a year,   the program 

completes a full cycle and continues for the number of years speci- 

fied in the input data as run length. 

The shorter cycle of computations includes those events that 

occur on a monthly basis.    These include the following computations: 

(1) forage production,   (2) forage available per animal unit for both 

deer and cattle,   (3) forage consumption and natural decay,   (4) cattle 
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sales and losses,  and (5) weight changes in calves and yearlings, 

(6) deer hunting and natural losses,  and (7) rancher revenue.    At the 

end of each month the cattle,  deer,  and forage inventories are 

adjusted to take account of monthly changes.    The ending inventories 

of one month constitute the opening inventories for the following 

month. 

In addition to the monthly computations described above,  at 

specified months of the year,  additional activities occur.    They are 

summarized below. 

December Activities 

On December 1,   the random weather factor for the year is 

selected.    The birth rate in deer is determined for the following 

spring based upon the exponential average of forage available per 

animal unit for deer. 

February Activities 

At the end of February, births in the cattle population occur. 

At birth, calves are separated into steer calves and heifer calves. 

The ages are advanced in the cattle population. 

May Activities 

At the end of May,  births in the deer population occur.    At the 

age of one year,  fawns are separated into yearling bucks and yearling 
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does.    The ages are advanced in the deer population. 

June Activities 

In June,   the mortality rate for fawns is based on the exponential 

average of forage available per animal unit for deer rather than the 

forage available per animal unit for deer in June.    This causes the 

general forage conditions throughout the spring to affect fawn mor- 

tality during the fawn's first month of life. 

November Activities 

Hunting and natural losses are summarized for the deer popu- 

lation.    Sales and losses are summarized for the cattle population. 

Rancher revenue is summarized and hunter expenditures and bene- 

fits are computed based on the deer hunting summary.    Total exports 

and output for the local economy are also computed.    At the option of 

the user,   the program also computes the distributional effects of 

changes in rancher revenue and hunter expenditures on the  18  sec- 

tors of the local economy. 

The general sequence of activities by major components of the 

computer program is depicted in Figure 9.    The  sequences of activ- 

ities for the forage,   cattle,  deer,   and economic sub-programs are 

depicted in more detail in Figures 10,   11,   12,   and 13,   respectively. 
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Figure 9.    Time Sequence of Events for Bio-Economic Model. 
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Input Data 

Input variables to the computer program include:    (1) initial 

conditions,   (2) parameter values,   (3) deer hunting and cattle sales 

strategies.    The general specifications for these variables are given 

in outline form below. 

1. Initial value specifications 

a..   Inventory of forage available by range category (5 values). 

b. Inventory of cattle population by age and sex classification 
(7 values). 

c. Inventory of deer population by age and sex classification 
(5 values). 

d. Exponential average of forage available per animal unit for 
deer in first year (1 value). 

e. Average weights of calves and yearlings (2 values). 

f. Length of program run in years (1 value). 

g. Random number to start generator (1 value).. 

2. Parameter specifications 

a. Normal (annual) forage production by range (5 values). 

b. Exponential smoothing constant for computing the exponen- 
tial average of forage available per animal unit for deer 
(1 value). 

c. Adjustment factor for variation in proportion of 12 month old 
fawns that are male (1 value). 

d. Expected proportion of 12 month old fawns that are male 
(1 value). 
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e. Number of animal units per deer (1 value). 

f. Birth rate for cows (1 value). 

g. Proportion of calves born that are male (1 value). 

h.    Ratio of heifer calf weight to average calf weight (1 value). 

i.    Cattle sale prices:    calves and yearlings on a per pound 
basis;    heifers,   steers and cows on a per head basis (7 values). 

j.    Hunter expenditures in local economy per deer harvested (1 
value). 

k.    Hunter benefits per deer harvested (1 value). 

1.    Hunter expenditures in reference year (1 value). 

m.    Rancher revenue in reference year (1 value). 

n.    Reference year exports from local economy by sector (18 
values). 

o.    Direct and indirect trade coefficients matrix for local 
economy (324 values). 

3.    Parameter array specifications 

a. Probability distribution of weather factor (1 array,   5 values). 

b. Normal forage production modification coefficients (1 array, 
5 values). 

c. Forage natural decay rates (12 arrays,   60 values). 

d. Weight gain rates for calves (12 arrays,   192 values). 

e. Weight gain rates for yearlings (12 arrays,   192 values). 

f. Mortality rates for cattle (12 arrays,   84  values). 

g. Mortality rates for deer except fawns (12 arrays,   192 values), 

h.    Mortality rates for fawns (12 arrays,   192 values). 
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i.    Deer birth rate schedule and associated exponential average 
of forage available per animal unit for deer schedule (2 
arrays,   16 values). 

4.    Specifications for deer hunting and cattle sales strategies. 

a. Deer hunting strategy (12 arrays,  60 values). 

b. Cattle sales strategy (12 arrays,  84 values). 

Output Specification and Format 

All input data is printed in the computer program.    In addition 

to the annual totals of normal forage production from the five range 

classifications,   a table showing the distribution of normal forage 

production by month for the range classifications is printed.    Poten- 

tially any of the levels or rates generated within the computer pro- 

gram could be printed as output. 

In its present form,   three  summary tables are printed as out- 

put.    One is on the deer population,  another on the cattle population 

and a third on economic values.    Each of the summary tables includes 

the year of the run and the weather factor in operation that year.    The 

deer and cattle population summary tables also include the average 

monthly forage per animal unit for deer and cattle respectively as 

well as a standard deviation for that value.    In addition the deer 

population summary table includes the deer population total on 

November 30 each year of the run as well as buck-doe and fawn-doe 

ratios for that date.    Summaries of natural mortality and hunting 
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losses are included with the portion of the hunting harvest in fawn, 

buck,  and doe categories.    The cattle population summary table 

includes the cattle population total on November 30 each year of the 

run as well as the average weights of calves and yearlings on that 

date.    Summaries of cattle sales and losses occurring during the 

year are also included.    The summary table of economic values 

includes hunter benefits,  hunter expenditures,   rancher revenue, 

total exports,   total output and changes in exports and output in com- 

parison to the  "reference" year. 

In addition to the three summary tables mentioned above,  at 

the option of the user,   for any year of the computer run the distri- 

butional impact by sector can be printed with exports,   output, 

changes in exports and changes in output for each of the 18  sectors 

of the local economy in comparison to the "reference" year. 

Model Validation 

Model validation is concerned with the comparison of the 

model's responses with those of the modeled system (Mihram,   1972). 

As stated by Halter,    Hayenga,   and Manetsch (1970)  simulation is 

always an approximation of reality.    The question that must be 

answered in the validation process is:    Is the model an acceptable 

app roximation ? 

Based on biological principles,   the following general 
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validation criteria   must be  satisfied by the model (Anderson,   1972). 

1. At any point in time there is an upper limit on the deer popula- 
tion—even in the absence of hunting.    This is the notion of 
carrying capacity. 

2. The fall buck to doe ratio increases or decreases respectively 
with decreases or increases.in the intensity of buck hunting and 
conversely if does are taken, 

3. The fall fawn to doe ratio increases with increases in the inten- 
sity of doe hunting. 

4. The average ages of the components of the deer population being 
hunted decrease as increasing percentages of those components 
are taken. 

The process of validation,  for this model,   consisted of two 

phases.    First estimates of the parameters were made using bio- 

logical principles,  available data,  and general information from 

knowledgeable individuals.    Using the initial estimates,   experiments 

were carried out using the program.    Results of these experiments 

were then compared with available data on the deer and cattle popu- 

lations. 

Next data input was revised; particularly the values of param- 

eters for which little or no information was available.    The process 

of data adjustment continued until the values of the output variables 

being monitored approximated historically available data. 

Table 4 presents a comparison of historical data and output 

from the computer program for deer population characteristics and 

calf weights.    As measured by the standard deviation (Table 4),   the 
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Table 4.    Comparison of Simulated Output with Historical Data for 
the Northside Range Area,   I960- 1970 

Historical 

Parameter 
Run 
Aa 

Run 
Ba 

Run 
Ca 

Datab 

Average of 
1960-1970 

November fawn/doe ratio 
Mean .7013 .7086 .7208 .660 
Standard deviation . 1065 .0975 .0961 .0588 

November buck/doe ratio 
Mean .2230 .2220 .2297 .225 
Standard deviation .0223 .0216 .0234 .0703 

Deer harvest 
Mean 4196 4221 4083 4250 
Standard deviation 534 663 602 763 

Buck portion of deer harvest 
Mean .5521 .5516 .5594 .5517 
Standard deviation .025 .024 .024 .075 

Calf weights 
Mean 469 468 466 436.5 
Standard deviation 31 34 35 21.8 

aThe  same resource management strategy was used in Run A,   Run 
B,   and Run C.    This included a hunting strategy of removing 58% 
of the bucks from each age category and 20% of the does from each 
age category each year. 

Run A consists of the average of six 20 year runs. 
Run B consists of the average of three 3 0 year runs. 
Run C consists of a single 60 year run.        /Van + + Var ^ 

Standard deviation for Run A and Run B equals I    
where  n  is the number of runs.    Var^   = » 
variance of a single run. 

Historical data average of the calf weights were computed from 
average weights of calves sold in Grant County,   1962-1971,  as 
reported by Cooperative Extension Service,   OSU.    Historical data 
for the deer population were computed from data reported by the 
Oregon State Game Commission for the Northside Game Management 
Unit 1960-1970. 
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variation in the November buck/doe ratio,  deer harvest,  and buck 

portion of the deer harvest is less than that reported in historical 

data.    Part of the larger variation in the historical data can be 

attributed to variation in hunting strategy over the 11 year period. 

For the November fawn/doe ratio,   the computer program results 

indicate a larger mean and greater variation than that reported in 

the historical data (Table 4).    This difference was considered to be 

acceptable particularly in view of the fact that the population char- 

acteristics are based on sample data.    The computer program 

results indicate approximately 30 pounds larger average weight for 

calves than does the historical data.    This difference is attributed 

to the fact that the historical data reflects average weights of calves 

sold in Grant county whereas the computer output measures the 

weight of calves as of November 30 each year. 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENTS USING ALTERNATIVE 
NATURAL RESOURCE STRATEGIES 

Use of the Model in Benefit-Cost Calculations 

A single run of the computer program gives information on the 

flow of benefits to affected groups generated by the resource base and 

structure of the local economy assumed to exist for that particular 

run.    The use of the model for the comparison of two different sets 

of natural resource management strategies and/or range resource 

levels requires a minimum of two runs of the computer program. 

Costs,  as generated in the model,   result from the comparison of the 

two computer runs.    These are implicit costs,  foregone benefits,   or 

opportunity costs and only consider as alternatives the two sets of 

natural resource management strategies and/or range resource 

levels.    Information on explicit costs,  actual expenditures,  and the 

opportunity costs required to alter the natural resource strategies 

and/or range resource levels must be furnished from other sources. 

The estimation of the expected present value of a flow of bene- 

fits resulting from a change in natural resource strategies and/or 

range resource levels can be made by using either the "annual dif- 

ference method" or the  "mean annual difference method. " 
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Annual Difference Method 

With the annual difference method,   one computer run ismade 

with hunting rates,   cattle population,  normal forage production and 

other input data at levels anticipated in the absence of the proposed 

change in the bio-economic system.    Next a computer run is made 

with only the changes in the input data which reflect the changes in 

hunting rates,   cattle population,  normal forage production,   etc. 

anticipated by the proposed change in the bio-economic system.    The 

effect of the change is determined by subtracting the benefits of the 

ith year for  each of  the  affected groups generated in the system 

without change from the comparable ith year benefits generated in 

the  system with change.    The flow of differences in benefits for each 

of the affected groups is then discounted to the present by the use of 

the appropriate discount rate.    If negative the discounted flow is a 

cost;  if positive it is a benefit. 

Mean Annual Difference Method 

The mean annual difference method uses the same procedure 

as that used in.the annual difference method with the following excep- 

tions.     Rather than taking the differences between benefit flows for 

the two runs on a year-by-year basis,   the differences are taken 

between the mean annual benefits for the two runs.    This requires 

the assumption that the expected difference in benefit flows for every 
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year is equal to the expected difference between the mean annual 

benefits.    Using the above assumption,  a flow of constant annual 

differences equal to the mean annual difference in benefit flows for 

each of the affected groups is discounted to the present by the use of 

the appropriate discount  rate.    If negative the discounted flow is a 

cost; if positive it is a benefit. 

Comparison Between Annual and Mean Annual Difference Methods 

In cases where the expected difference in benefits is the same 

for each year of the computer run,  for the same cost the mean annual 

difference method provides more information on the expected present 

value of benefits than does the annual difference method.    This 

results because (1) fewer computations are required using the mean 

annual difference method and (2) the variation in the present value is 

generally less when the mean annual difference method is used.    The 

reduction in variation depends upon (1) the degree of independence 

between annual differences,   (2) the interest rate used,   and (3) the 

length of the computer run.    The variation in the expected present 

value of benefits using the mean annual difference method tends to 

decrease compared to the variation using the annual difference 

method as:    (1) the degree of independence between annual differ- 

ences increases,   (2) the interest rate increases,  or (3) the length of 

computer run increases.    When the annual differences are identical 
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or the discount rate is zero,   the two methods give identical results. 

In.cases where the expected difference in benefits is not the 

same for each year of the computer run,  particularly when the dif- 

ference either increases or decreases over time,   the mean annual 

difference method of computing the expected present value of benefits 

to the affected groups will give incorrect information.    In contrast, 

the annual difference method does not require the expected difference 

in benefits to be the same for each year of the computer run. 

I960-1970 Natural Resource Management 
Strategies and Resource Levels 

The natural resource management strategies and resource 

levels in the Northside range area for the period 1960-1970 as 

approximated by the computer simulation model are used as a basis 

for comparison with other alternatives.    In the simulation of 1960- 

1970 conditions,  deer hunting strategies,  cattle sales strategies, 

normal forage production,  etc.  were set at levels which were con- 

sistent with available information.    Cattle prices were set as follows: 

(1) heifer calves--30£ per lb. ; (2)  steer calves--33£ per lb. ; (3) 

yearling heifers--23£ per lb. ; (4) yearling steers--25£ per lb. ;  (5) 

heifers--$238 per head; (6) steers--$300 per head; and (7) cows-- 
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4 
$170 per head.      The cattle population was set to contain approxi- 

5 
mately 5, 000 cows.      The deer population was allowed to vary such 

that most of the time it contained between 10, 000 to 16, 000 

animals.       A hunting strategy of taking 20% of the does and 58% of 

the bucks in the deer population each October was used to simulate 

the 1960-1970 deer harvest.    Other input data used to generate 1960- 

1970 conditions have been discussed in previous chapters. 

In each of the following experiments,  the simulated conditions 

for the I960-1970 period are compared with alternative sets of 

natural resource management strategies and/or resource levels. 

The length of each experiment is 30 years with ten pairs of computer 

runs made for each experiment.    Thirty years approximated the 

expected life of most range improvements (Miles,  Hamilton,   Far- 

rell,   1971),    Ten was selected as the number of pairs of computer 

runs to make for each experiment because it was considered suffi- 

ciently large to obtain an estimate of the variation in the expected 

4 
These prices were typical of average prices paid for cattle in 

Grant County,   1960-1970 as reported by the Cooperative Extension 
Service,  Oregon State University. 

5 
Information received in personal correspondence with 

William K.  Farrell,  Grant County Extension Agent,   concerning the 
Northside range area cattle population.    December 1972. 

An estimate of between 10, 000 and 16, 000 for the Northside 
deer population was obtained through Phil Janik from Ralph Denny, 
Oregon State Game Commission District Game Biologist.    Spring 
1973. 
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present value of benefits.    The benefits and/or costs resulting from 

the change in the bio-economic system are divided into "rancher 

income, " "hunter benefits, " "resident income" and  "local govern- 

ment revenue. "   These categories have been defined in Chapter III. 

Estimates of the present value of benefits using both the "annual 

difference method" and the "mean annual difference method" are 

presented for each experiment, 

Ten Percent Increase in "Winter Forage Production 

In this experiment,   the alternative considered is an increase 

in normal forage production for both the "browse" and "grass" 

components of the "cattle fall spring-deer winter" range.    The nor- 

mal forage production for each of these categories was increased to 

110% of that used to approximate 1960-1970 conditions.    This experi- 

ment approximates a reasonably attainable increase in winter forage 

production through range revegetation.    The expected present values 

of benefits resulting from this experiment are  summarized in Table 

5.    Under the assumptions of the model,   a 10% increase in winter 

forage production would increase hunter benefits and resident income 

substantially more than it would rancher income.    Local government 

revenue would be increased approximately the same amount as 

rancher income.    An estimate of the expenditures required to 

increase winter forage production would need to be supplied from 
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Table 5.    Expected Present Value of Benefits to Selected Groups 
from a 10% Increase in Winter Forage Production,   North- 
side Range Areae .a 

T,       , TT T,     • i Local 
T^. Rancher Hunter Resident        _ 
Discount T „ T Government 

_ Income Benefits Income _ 
Rate Revenue 

3% 

($) ($) ($) ($) 

ADMb 12,260 222,729 66,269 15,672 
(1,767)° (46,330) (7,646) (1,446) 

MADMb 12,044 230,928 67,580 15,557 
(1,837) (52,812) (8,703) (1,434) 

ADM 8,786 148,080 45,117 11,076 

6% 
(1,275) (30,370) (4,890) (1,059) 

MADM 8,458 162,174 47,460 10,925 
(1,292) (37,088) (6,973) (1,213 

ADM 6,694 103,746 32,510 8,317 

9% 
(1,003) (22,522) (3,563) (841) 

MADM 6,313 121,042 35,422 8, 154 
(963) (27,682) (4,562) (752) 

a 
These values were derived from ten paired 30 year computer runs. 

ADM and MADM are annual difference method and mean annual dif- 
ference method respectively. 

Numbers in parenthesis are standard deviations. 
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other sources; however,   the information supplied by this experiment 

does indicate the relative magnitude and distribution of benefits to a 

local economy resulting from winter range improvements in the 

Northside range area.    In Table 6,  a comparison is made between 

annual benefit levels as estimated for the 1960-1970 period and the 

increase resulting from a 10% increase in winter forage production. 

It indicates that the percentage increase in ranchers income is about 

1% while hunter benefits increase by 4.47%.    Resident income 

increases by 2.22% while local government revenue increases by 

1.20%. 

Table 6.    Change in Expected Annual Benefits to Selected Groups 
from a 10% Increase in Winter Forage Production,   North- 
side Range Area 

. - 

Average 
Expected . , Expected 

£ Annual J 
Group Change _        ,. Change 0 Benefits 

($) ($) (%) 

Rancher Income 

Hunter Benefits 

Resident Income 

Local Government Revenue 

614 60,230 1. 02% 

11,782 263,337 4, 47% 

3,448 154,973 2.22% 

794 65,887 1.20% 

a 
These values were derived from ten paired 30 year computer runs. 

The average of annual benefits calculated from ten 30 year com- 
puter runs using input data that approximated  1960-1970 conditions 
in the Northside range area. 
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Ten Percent Decrease in Winter Forage Production 

In this experiment,   the alternative considered is a decrease in 

normal forage production for both the "browse" and  "grass" com- 

ponents of the  "cattle fall spring-deer winter" range.    The normal 

forage production for each of these categories was decreased to 90% 

of that used to approximate the 1960-1970 conditions.    This experi- 

ment was selected to allow a contrast with the first experiment.    It 

provides an indication of the effects of allowing the winter range area 

to deteriorate.    The results of this experiment are  summarized in 

Table 7.    Under the assumptions of the model,   the cost to hunters 

and residents is substantially greater than that to ranchers.    The 

cost to residents through a decrease in local government revenue is 

slightly higher than that to ranchers through a decrease in income. 

In Table 8,   the effect of a 10% decrease in winter forage production 

upon expected annual benefits is  presented.    Rancher income 

decreases by less than 1% while hunter benefits decrease by over 

10%.     Resident income is reduced by about 4% and local government 

revenue is reduced by approximately 1-1/3%. 

Twenty Percent Buck Hunting with 1960-1970 Forage Production 

In this experiment the alternative considered is a decrease in 

deer harvest from that used to approximate  1960-1970 deer harvest 
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Table 7.    Expected Present Value of Benefits to Selected Groups 
from a 10% Decrease in Winter Forage Production,  North- 
side Range Area 

Discount 
Rate 

Rancher 
Income 

Hunter 
Benefits 

Resident 
Income 

Local 
Government 

Revenue 

($) ($) ($) ($) 

ADMb -10,755 -510,980 -122,904 -17,964 

3% 
(2, 195)c (93,225) (16,272) (1,448) 

MADMb -10, 188 -525,165 -124,865 -17,566 
(2,249) (93,317) (16,094) (1,439) 

ADM                 -7,979 -345,916 -84,372 -12,884 

6%                                    (1,519) (68,363) (12,177) (1,045) 

MADM             -7,155 -368,811 -87,690 -12,336 
(1,580) (65,534) (11,302) (1,010) 

ADM                 -6,273 -247,147 -61,240 -9,798 
(1,119) (54,181) (9,832)                      (799) 

MADM             -5,340 -275,271 -65,449 -9,207 
(1,179) (48,913) (8,436)                      (754) 

a 
These values were derived from ten paired 30 year computer runs, 

u 
ADM and MADM are annual difference method and mean annual 
difference method respectively. 

c 
Numbers in parenthesis are standard deviations. 
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Table 8..    Change in Expected Annual Benefits to Selected Groups 
from a 10% Decrease in Winter Forage Production,  North- 
side Range Area 

Group 
Expected 
Change 

($) 

Average 
Annual 

Benefits 
($) 

Expected 
Change 

(%) 

Rancher Income 

Hunter Benefits 

Resident Income 

Local Government Revenue 

-520 

■26,794 

-6,371 

-896 

60,230 

263,337 

154,973 

65,887 

-0.86% 

-10. 17% 

-4. 11% 

-1.36% 

These values were derived from ten paired 30 year computer runs. 

The average of annual benefits calculated from ten 30 year com- 
puter runs using input data that approximated  1960-1970 conditions 
in the Northside range area. 

to a 20% buck harvest.    Normal forage production was maintained at 

the level used for the 1960-1970 time period.    This experiment pro- 

vides an indication of the importance of deer hunting regulations on 

the local economy.    The 20% buck harvest approximates deer harvest 

conditions for the year 1972 (Oregon State Game Commission,   1973). 

As indicated in Table 9,   the hunters would be affected most by this 

change and ranchers would be affected least.    In Table  10 the effect 

of the decrease in deer harvest upon the average annual benefits is 

presented.    Under the assumptions of the model,  hunter benefits 

would decrease by over 75%.    Resident income would decrease by 
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Table 9.    Expected Present Value of Benefits to Selected Groups 
from a Decrease in Deer Harvest3, with 1960-1970 Forage 
Production,  Northside Range Area 

Discount 
Rate 

Rancher 
Income 

($) 

Hunter 
Benefits 

($) 

Resident 
Income 

($) 

Local 
Government 

Revenue 

($) 

3% 

ADM 

MADM 

15,776 
(1.812)C 

15,857 
(1,784) 

•3,986,346 
(200,348) 

■3,985,585 
(214,677) 

■844,662 
(41,578) 

■844,642 
(44,340) 

-69,594 
(3,439) 

-69,668 
(3,501) 

6% 

ADM 

MADM 

10,876 
(1,167) 

11,136 
(1,253) 

-2,797,686 
(135,882) 

-2,798,963 
(150,761) 

■592,471 
(28,025) 

■593,168 
(31,138) 

■48,640 
(2,215) 

■48,926 

(2,459) 

9% 

ADM 

MADM 

7,945 -2,085,733 -441,426 -36,093 
(800) (101,580) (20,834) (1,558) 

8,313 -2,095,695 -444,086 -36,607 
(935) (112,525) (23,241) (1,835) 

The decrease in deer harvest consists in going to a 20% buck har- 
vest as compared with a 58% buck and 20% doe harvest. 

These values were derived from ten paired 30 year computer runs. 

'ADM and MADM are annual difference method and mean annual 
difference method respectively. 

Numbers in parenthesis are standard deviations, 
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Table 10.    Change in Expected Annual Benefits to Selected Groups 
from a Decrease3- in Deer Harvest with 1960-1970 For- 
age Production,  Northside Range Area 

Group 
Expected 

Change 

($) 

Average 
Annual 

Benefits 
($) 

Expected 
Change 

(%) 

Rancher Income 

Hunter Benefits 

Resident Income 

Local Government Revenue 

-809 60,230 -1,34% 

-203,342 263,337 -77.21% 

-43,093 154,973 -27.80% 

-3,554 65,887 -5.39% 

The decrease in deer harvest consists in going to a 20% buck har- 
vest as compared with a 58% buck and 20% doe harvest. 

These values were derived from ten paired 30 year computer runs. 

"The average of annual benefits calculated from ten 30 year com- 
puter runs using input data that approximated 1960-1970 conditions 
in the Northside range area. 

about 25% and local governmental revenue would decrease by about 

52%.     Rancher income would decrease by less than 2%.    Hunter 

benefits decrease because of the substantial reduction in deer har- 

vest.    The decrease in resident income and local government revenue 

results from decreased hunter expenditures in the local economy 

associated with the reduction in deer harvest.    The decrease in 

rancher income results from increased competition between cattle 

and deer as the deer population increases with the decrease in deer 
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harvest.    Part of the reason for the small change in rancher income 

is due to the assumption that cattle numbers do not change and that 

the effect of the change upon rancher income comes through changes 

in weight gains of the cattle. 

Twenty Percent Buck Hunting with a Ten Percent 
Increase in Winter Forage Production 

In this experiment,   the alternative considered consists of a com- 

bination of two previous experiments.   It consists of 20% buck hunting 

with normal forage production for the "browse" and "grass" compo- 

nents of the "cattle spring fall-deer winter" range set at 110% of that 

used to simulate 1960-1970 conditions.   This experiment contrasts 

1960-1970 conditions with an alternative where deer harvest is reduced 

to that experienced in 1972.   (Oregon State Game Commission,   1973). 

while winter forage production is increased through range revegetation 

to that considered in the first experiment.   As indicated in Table 11, 

the decrease in deer harvest even with the increase in winter forage 

production results in a reduction in benefits,   compared with the  1960- 

1970 conditions, in all four benefit categories.   A comparison between 

the expected change in annual benefits and average annual benefits as 

generated in the computer model for 1960-1970 conditions is made in 

Table 12.    It indicates that rancher income would be reduced by less 

than one percent while hunter benefits would be reduced by over 75%, 

Resident income would be reduced by about 27% and local government 

revenue would be reduced by about 42%. 
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Table 11. Expected Present Value of Benefits to Selected Groups 
from a Decrease in Deer Harvest3, with a 10% Increase 
in Winter Forage Production,  Northside Range Area 

Discount 
Rate 

Rancher 
Income 

($) 

Hunter 
Benefits 

($) 

Resident 
Income 

($) 

Local 
Government 

Revenue 

($) 

3% 

ADM 

MADM 

-7,155 
(2,477)' 

-7,512 
(2,389) 

•3,921,367 
(203,971) 

■3,922,016 
(219,367) 

■816,812 
(43,797) 

■817,611 
(46,759) 

-59,758 
(4,468) 

-60,178 
(4,523) 

6% 

ADM 

MADM 

-4,657 
(1,810) 

-5,276 
(1,678) 

■2,751,505 
(137,857) 

■2,754,318 
(154,055) 

■572,570 
(29,719) 

•574,184 
(32,838) 

-41,583 
(3,140) 

-42,261 
(3,177) 

9% 

ADM 

MADM 

-3,194 
(1,378) 

-3,938 
(1,252) 

•2,051,096 
(102,823) 

■2,055,755 
(114,983) 

■426,355 
(22, 137) 

■428,557 

(24,509) 

•30,711 
(2,346) 

31,543 
(2,371) 

The decrease in deer harvest; consists in going to a 20% buck har- 
vest as compared with a 58% buck harvest and 20% doe harvest. 

These values were derived from ten paired 30 year computer runs. 

"ADM and MADM are annual difference method and mean annual 
difference method respectively. 

Numbers in parenthesis are standard deviations. 
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Table 12. Change in Expected Annual Benefits to Selected Groups 
from a Decrease3- in Deer Harvest with a 10% Increase 
in Winter Forage Production,  Northside Range Area 

Group 
Expected 
Change 

($) 

Average 
Annual 

Benefits 
($) 

Expected 
Change 

(%) 

Rancher Income 

Hunter Benefits 

Resident Income 

Local Government Revenue 

-383 

•200,099 

-41,714 

-3,070 

60,230 

263,337 

154,973 

65,887 

-0.63% 

■75.98% 

■26. 91% 

-4.65% 

The decrease in deer harvest consists in going to a 20% buck har- 
vest as compared with a 58% buck and 20% doe harvest. 

These values were derived from ten paired 30 year computer runs. 

'The average of annual benefits calculated from ten 30 year com- 
puter runs using input data that approximated 1960-1970 conditions 
in the Northside range area. 

Conclusions from Experiments 

The information obtained from the above experiments indicates 

that changes in deer management and/or winter forage production 

have an impact on all four categories of benefits.    A comparison of 

the first and second experiments,  a ten percent increase and a ten 

percent decrease in winter forage production,   indicates that forage 

production upon the winter range relative to forage production upon 

the  summer range will affect the magnitude and distribution of 
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benefits received from winter range improvements,    Consequently, 

additional information on range forage production for each of the 

range categories would be required before precise estimates could 

be made of the magnitude and distribution of benefits resulting from 

range improvements. 

Both the third and fourth experiments,  20% buck hunting with 

I960-1970 forage production and with a 10% increase in winter for- 

age production, point out the importance of deer hunting regulations 

upon the benefits received from the natural resources of the com- 

munity.    A comparison of the third and fourth experiments indicates 

that the magnitude and distribution of benefits received from changes 

in c|eer hunting regulations are dependent upon the relative levels of 

production in each of the range forage categories.    This results 

because the degree of competition between deer and cattle is depen- 

dent upon the relative sizes of the range forage categories. 

A comparison between the first and last experiment,  a 10% 

increase in winter forage production and a decrease in deer harvest 

with a 10% increase in winter forage production,  points out that anti- 

cipated benefits from winter range improvements may be negated by 

regulations which decrease the deer harvest.    Although the magnitude 

and distribution of the benefits and/or costs estimated in each of the 

four experiments is reliable only to the extent that assumptions and 

data used in the model are reliable,   the experiments do demonstrate 
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that insights into the interdependencies of a bio^economic system 

and the distributional consequences of changes in the bio-econonnic 

system can be obtained through the use of computer (simulation 

models. 
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CHAPTER  VI 

SUMMARY  AND  CONCLUSIONS 

Summary of Problem 

"Outdoor recreation" is considered to be an economic activity 

which might be expanded as an additional economic base for many 

rural communities.    Like agriculture  and   timber  production,   out- 

door recreation uses the natural resources of an area as an impor- 

tant input.    These uses may be competitive with each other or they 

may complement one another.    Often the interrelationships among 

them are complex and difficult to quantify. 

In eastern Oregon an important segment of outdoor recreational 

activity is based on the harvest of deer.    In this context,  public and 

private management decisions are important.    Rangeland,  which 

provides forage and cover for deer,   can be improved through public 

or private investments,  or hunting regulations can be changed. 

These decisions are likely to affect not only the deer population, 

and therefore the associated recreational activity, but they also 

have important agricultural implications through their effects upon 

cattle production.    Similarly, management decisions directed pri- 

marily at the improvement of resource productivity for cattle pro- 

duction may also have an impact upon the deer population. 
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Information about the effects of changes in deer production and 

management upon the income of ranchers,  businessmen,  and other 

local groups would aid community leaders in determining the impact 

that changes in the supply of deer hunting activity will have upon the 

growth and development of their community.    The state government 

could use information concerning the effects of changes in deer popu- 

lation upon hunters' benefits to determine the extent that state sup- 

port might be given to local resource development.    State agencies 

such as the Game Commission could use information concerning the 

effects that private land use has upon deer production to determine 

the desirability of providing incentives to private land owners as a 

means of altering the deer population. 

Summary of Model 

A computer simulation model of important components and 

interactions of the bio-economic system was developed.    The bio- 

logical components consist of a deer population,   a cattle population, 

and a range resource.    The economic component consists of economic 

activities within a local community.    The model can be characterized 

as a density dependent system with cattle and deer interrelated 

through the   use  of  available  forage.      Natural death  rates 

in deer and weight gains in cattle are determined through forage 
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7 
availability.      Forage production is dependent upon "normal forage 

production" and a stochastic element,   the "weather factor. "   The 

"natural decay rate" as well as the deer and cattle populations are 

determinants of forage removal.    Deer hunting and cattle sales rates 

are assumed to reflect regulation and management decisions.    They 

are determined exogenously. 

The economic  structure of the community is based on an input- 

output model with trading patterns among sectors of the local econo- 

my assumed to remain relatively constant.    The local economy has 

two  sources of revenue in the bio-economic model.    They are (1) 

ranchers' total revenue and (2) hunters' expenditures in the county. 

Cattle sales, prices and the weight of cattle sold are the deter- 

minants of total rancher revenue.   Hunter expenditures in the county 

are determined by hunting activity.    The number of deer killed by 

7 
Step functions are used in the computer program developed in 

this study to relate forage availability to deer mortality,  deer 
natality,  and cattle weight gains.    Step functions were initially used 
rather than linear extrapolation functions due to the inexperience 
of the author with computer programing techniques.    After the com- 
pletion of the validation phase of the current study,   the use of linear 
extrapolation functions was considered.    The limitation on time pre- 
cluded testing their use in the current study.    Factors favoring the 
continued use of step functions were the costs of altering the model 
and the possibility that operating costs of the computer program 
might increase with the use of linear extrapolation functions.    In the 
current study,   the  step functions were considered to give the degree 
of precision warranted by the data available; however,   in future 
studies,  particularly where better information is available,   the use 
of linear extrapolation functions should be considered. 
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hunters is used as a proxy variable for hunting activity. 

The model can be used for the comparison of two different sets 

of natural re source management strategies and/or range resource 

levels.    The benefits generated under the two sets of alternatives 

are compared.    The benefits and/or costs resulting from this com- 

parison are divided into rancher benefits,   resident benefits,  and 

hunter benefits. 

Study Ijimitations and Implications 
for Future Research 

The reliability of the information on benefits and costs reported 

in this study is dependent upon the assumptions and data used in the 

model.    Consequently,   several limitations and cautions need to be 

explicitly stated.    Economic data on (1) the structure of the Grant 

County economy (Haroldsen and Youmans,   1972) and (2) the expendi- 

tures and benefits resulting from hunting activity (Brown,  Nawas, 

and Stevens,   1973) were derived from studies where confidence 

limits were not available.    Biological data on deer mortality and 

natality,  although adjusted to fit the Northside Range Area,   were ob- 

tained from a study of the deer population in Mendocino County,   Cali- 

fornia (Anderson,   1972). 

The value of models such as the one presented in this study 

could be increased considerably from additional information 
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concerning the biological relationships among forage availability, 

weight gains in cattle,  and mortality in deer.    These biological rela- 

tionships provide the foundation upon which the economic implications 

of changes in natural resource management strategies and/or re- 

source levels are based. 

Part of the value of models such as the one presented in this 

study is to indicate areas where data refinement would be most bene- 

ficial.    In this light,   conclusions from this study indicate that mea- 

surement of and information on forage availability as well as the 

relationship between the use of a range area by either deer or cattle 

and forage availability would  substantially increase accuracy in 

measurement of the magnitude and distribution of benefits and costs 

to a community from changes in natural resource management 

strategies. 

In its current form,   the simulation model is limited to the 

evaluation of alternatives which consider only one grazing pattern 

for cattle.    This aspect of the model could be modified to allow the 

grazing pattern to vary.    Similarly,  normal forage production is 

assumed to be   the same each year of the computer run; therefore, 

cases where normal forage production decreases or increases over 

time cannot be considered in the moSel.    These types of conditions 

could be evaluated by introducing a trend variable which modifies 

normal forage production over time.    In general,  modifications of 
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the model used in this study would adapt it for use in evaluating a 

much broader spectrum of alternatives than possible in its present 

form.    These include such alternatives as:    (1) variable grazing pat- 

terns for cattle,   (Z) non-constant normal forage production,   (3) 

modifications in forage growth and/or natural decay patterns,   (4) 

variable cattle prices,   (5) variable hunter benefits,   (6) variable 

hunting regulations,  and (7) variable cattle sales patterns. 
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APPENDIX A 

Northside Deer and Grant County- 
Cattle Population Data 
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Table  13.    Northside Game Management Unit Deer Harvest 1960- 
1970. 

Con- a 
.. General       Late in Portion 
Year „ „ trolled        Total Bucks _ 

Season      Season     _ Bucks 
Season 

4,128 2,635 .638 

84 4,878 2,926 .599 

4,124 2,254 .546 

434 -- 3,257 1,419 .436 

826 4,290 2,448 ,570 

496 3,343 1,827 .546 

I960 4, 128 

1961 4,794 

1962 4, 124 

1963 2,823 

1964 3,464 

1965 2,827 

1966 4,091 -- 620 4,711 2,915 .619 

1967 3,710 740 740 5, 190 2,430 .468 

1968 3,800 770 994 5,564 2,580 .464 

1969 3, 120 470 -- 3,590 1,860 .518 

1970 3,670 -- -- 3,670 2,440 .665 

Mean 4,250 .5517 

Standa .rd Deviation 763 .075 

Portion bucks = Bucks/Total. 

Source:    Oregon State Game Commission Annual Reports,   1961-1971 
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Table  14.    Northside Deer Population Characteristics,   1960-1970. 

Year 

I960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

Mean .660 .225 23. 16 

Standard 
Deviation .0588 .0703 2.62 

Source:    Oregon State Game Commission Annual Reports,   1961-1971 

Fawn/Doe Buck/Doe Deer/Mile 

.61 . 11 23.3 

.60 . 16 18.9 

.64 . 18 24.6 

.71 .25 21.3 

.71 .25 26.4 

.60 .33 21. 1 

.75 .28 24.6 

.57 .29 26.2 

.70 .29 24.0 

.67 . 18 25. 1 

.70 . 16 19.3 
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Table 15.    Average Weights of Weaner Calves Sold:   Grant County, 
Oregon,   1962-1971. 

Year 
Weaner Calves 

Heifer Steer Average 
(pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 

390 440 415 

410 450 430 

380 420 400 

430 450 440 

400 42 5 412.5 

425 450 437.5 

435 465 450 

450 470 460 

450 470 460 

450 470 460 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

Mean 422 451 436.5 

Standard 
Deviation 25.8 18. 3 21.8 

Average equals (heifer + steer)/2. 

Source:    Cooperative Extension Service,   Oregon State University. 
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APPENDIX  B 

Input Data Used to Simulate  1960-1970 Conditions 
in the Northside Range Area 

DDATA FILE 

TRADE  COEFFICIENTS 
MATRIX  DATA  FILE 

VDATA FILE 
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Table 16.    Natural Forage Losses 

Month 
CWRb DWGC 

Range 

DWBd SBR6 SGR£ 

Dec .01 .99 0 0 .99 

Jan-Feb .01 0 0 0 0 

Mar .01 0 .99 0 0 

Apr-May- .01 0 0 0 0 

June .01 .30 . 10 0 0 

July .01 .50 . 11 . 10 0 

Aug .01 .65 ,25 . 11 0 

Sept .01 .65 0 .25 .90 

Oct-Nov .01 .65 0 0 .90 

Rates used in simulation model of Northside Range Area. 

CWR is "cattle winter" range. 

"DWG is "grass" component of "cattle fall spring-deer winter" range. 

DWB is "browse" component of "cattle fall spring-deer winter" 
range. 

'SBR is "browse" component of "summer" range. 

SGR is "grass" component of "summer" range. 
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3. 
Table 17.    Fawn Natural Losses 

AFFb Dec-May June July-No v 

0 - .266 .417 .999 .237 
.267 - .399 .385 .999 .211 
.400 - .533 .352 .999 . 190 
.534 - .666 .320 .999 .169 
.667 - .799 .287 .999 . 148 

.800 - .933 .255 .999 . 125 

.934 - 1.066 .220 .999 . 101 
1.067 - 1. 199 . 190 .910 .078 
1.200 - 1.333 . 153 .780 .057 
1.334 - 1.466 . 125 .650 .037 

1.467 - 1.599 .088 .520 .023 
1.600 - 1.733 .055 .390 .013 
1.734 - 1.866 .022 ,251 .008 
1.867 - 1.999 .007 . 135 .005 
2.000 - 2.133 .004 .080 .002 
2.134 - + .002 .040 .001 

Rates used in simulation model of Northside Range Area. 

AFF equals forage available per animal unit for deer; except June 
when it equals the exponential average of forage available per 
animal unit for deer. 
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a 
Table  18.    Doe and Buck Natural Losses 

1.. 

AFD Dec-Apr May-Nov 

0 - .266 .200 .104 
.267 - .399 . 163 .095 
.400 - . .533 . 148 .086 
.534 - .666 . 133 .077 
.667 - .799 .118 .068 

.800 - .933 . 103 .059 

.934 - 1.066 .088 . 050 
1.067 - 1. 199 .073 .041 
1.200 - 1. 333 .058 .032 
1.334 - 1.466 .043 .023 

1.467 - 1.599 ,028 .014 
1.600 - 1.733 .016 .010 
1.734 - 1.866 .011 .006 
1.867 - 1.999 .007 .004 
2.000 - 2.133 .003 .002 
2.134 - + .001 .001 

3. 
Rates used in simulation model of Northside Range Area. 

AFD is forage available per animal unit for deer. 



Table 19.    Cattle Losses 

88 

a 

Cattle Classification Dec-Nov 

Calves 
Heifers .006 
Steers .006 

Yearlings 
Heifers .002 
Steers .002 

Heifers .002 

Steers .002 

Cows .002 

Rates used in simulation model of Northside Range Area. 

Table 20.    Cattle Sales3, 

Cattle Classification Dec-July     Aug Sept Oct Nov 

Calve s 
Heifers 
Steers 

Yearlings 
Heifers 
Steers 

Heifers 

Steers 

Cows 

Rates used in simulation model of Northside Range Area. 

0 0 0 .44 0 
0 0 0 .60 0 

0 . 14 0 0 0 
0 .997 0 0 0 

0 0 0 .09 0 

0 .997 0 0 0 

0 0 0 . 1236 0 
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3. 
Table 21.    Calf Weight Gains (pounds) 

AFCb Dec-Mar Apr- July Aug-Nov 

-10 0 -10 
-   4 6 -   4 

2 12 2 
8 18 8 

14 24 14 

20 30 20 
23 33 23 
26 36 26 
29 39 29 
32 42 32 

35 45 35 
38 48 38 
41 51 41 
44 54 44 
47 57 47 
50 60 50 

0 - .526 
.527 - .659 
.660 - ,793 
.794 - .926 
.927 -  1.059 

1.060 - 1. 193 
1. 194 - 1.326 
1.327 - 1.459 
1.460 - 1. 593 
1.594 -  1.726 

1.727 - 1.859 
1.860 - 1.993 
1.994 - 2.126 
2.127 - 2,259 
2.260 - 2.389 
2.390 -      + 

a 
Rates used in simulation model of Northside Range Area.    This 
table was also used for yearling weight gains. 

AFC equals forage available per animal unit for cattle. 
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DData File 

.75 .50 .97 .52 .20 66 .19 56 .15 0 0 
563<t8 731588<*3Z2 Ut*B ^68: i".!  383087 5«.27 1921063  681616 225739 
/sgee** esaegs 2691251 9   6233  6513<f79 '.72975  515 9113 50<.39 

0.7^ 0. 69 1.0 0 1.15 1.35 HEATHER 
.15 .35 .65 .85 .99 RLIMIT 
.01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 1FOECAY 
.99 .00 .00 .00 -.00 .00 .30 .50 .65 .65 .65 .65 2F0ECAY 
.0 0 .00 .00 .99 .00 .00 .10 .11 .25 .00 .00 .00 3F0ECAY 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ,10 .11 .25 .00 .00 i*   FDECAY 
.99 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .90 .90 .90 5F0ECAY 
.«tl7 .ifl7 .'♦17 .1.17 o<tl7 .1*17 .959 .237 ,237 .237 .237 .237 1FNMORT 
.395 .365 .385 .335 .335 .385 .999 .211 .211 .211 ,211 .211 2FNM09T 
.352 .352 .352 .352 .352 .352 .999 .190 .190 .190 .190 .190 3FNM09T 
.320 .320 .320 .320 ,320 .320 .999 .169 .169 .169 .169 .169 (.FMHORT 
.2 37 .287 .287 .287 .287 .287 .999 .11*6 .1«.8 .I'.S .11.8 .I'.S 5FNMORT 
.255 .255 .255 .255 .255 .255 .999 .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 6FNH09T 
,220 .220 .220 .220 .220 .220 .999 .101 .101 .101 ,101 .101 7FNM69T 
.190 .190 .19 0 .190 .190 .190 .910 .078 .078 .078 ,073 .078 8FNH09T 
.153 .153 .153 .*53 .153 .153 .78 .057 .057 .057 .057 .057 9FNH09T 

.125 .125 .125 .125 .125 .125 .65 .037 .037 <,037 .037 .037 10FNN69T 

.033 .088 .088 .088 .088 .088 .52 .023 .0 23 .023 .023 .0 23 11FNM09T 

.0 55 .055 .055 .055 .055 .055 .39 .013 .013 .013 .013 .013 12FNM0RT 

.022 .022 .022 .022 .022 .022 ,25 .008 .008 .008 .008 .008 ISFKHGRT 

.0 07 .0 07 .007 .007 .0 07 .007 .135 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 11.FNHORT 

.0 0^ .Q0t> .00t> .OOH .oo*. .OC .08 .002 .002 .002 .002 ,002 iSFNHORT 

.002 .002 .00 2 .002 .002 .002 .0<. .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 16FNM0.RT 
,200 o200 .200 .200 .200 .10(. .10'. .101. .10<* .10*. .101. .lOt. OF.RMORT1 
.163 .163 . r6 3 .163 .163 .095 .095 .095 ,095 ,,095 .095 .0 95 0F.RM0RT2 
.ma .1^3 .I'tS .1<»8 .i'.e .086 .086 .066 ,036 .006 .086 .086 0FRX0RT3 
.133 .133 .133 .133 .133 .077 .077 .077 .077 .077 .077 .077 OERMORT'. 
.110 .113 .113 .118 .118 .068 .068 .068 .068 .068 .068 .068 0ERM0RT5 
.103 .103 .103 .103 .103 .059 .0 59 .059 .0 59 .059 .059 .059 0£RMORT6 
.038 .088 ,088 .038 .038 .05 .050 .050 .050 .050 .050 .050 OL'RWORT/ 
.073 .073 .073 .073 .073 .OM .0<.l .Ot*l .0'.1 .OM .O'tl .Okl 0ERH0RT8 
.053 .058 .055 .058 ,058 .032 .032 .032 .032 .032 .03 2 .032 0ERH0RT9 
,0 43 .01*3 ,043 .0«.3 .043 .023 .023 .023 .0 23 .023 .023 .0 23 OERMRT10 
.0 28 .028 .028 .028 .028 .OU . 01'. .Ql<» .01«. .01<. .01'. .01«. OERMRT11 
.016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 0ERHRT12 
.011 .011 .011 .011 .011 .006 .006 .006 .0 06 .006 ,006 .006 0ERMRT13 
.0 07 .007 .0 07 .007 .007 .00'. .0 01* .00<. .00«. .00'. .00<. • OO*. . DER'iRTl*. 
.003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 0E3HRT15 
.001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 OERMRT16 

.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .<♦<» .0 1CSALES 

.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .60 .0 2CSALES 

.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .11. .0 .0 .0 3CSALES 

.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 oO .0 .0 .997 .0 • .0 .0 i.CSA<-ES 

.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .09 .0 5CSALES 

.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .997 .0 .0 .0 6CSALES 

.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .1236 .0 7CSALES 

.0 06 .006 .006 .006 .0 06 .006 .006 ,006 .006 .006 .006 .006 1CMORT 

.006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 2CHORT 

.002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 ,002 .002 3CM0RT 

.0 02 .002 . 002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 'tCHQRT 

.002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 . 002 .002 .002 .002 . 002 .002 SOiORT 

.0 02 .002 ,002 .002 .002 .002 .0 02 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 6CM0RT 

.002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 . .002 .002 .002 .002 7CUCRT 
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-10 -10 -iO -10 0 0 0 0 -10 -10 -10 -10GAIN1 
_£, -i» -<♦ -4 6 6 6 6 -4 -4 -4 -4GAIN2 
2 2 2 2 12 12 12 12 2 2 2 . 2GAIN3 
8 8 8 8 18 18 18 18 8 8 8 8GAIN4 

ih I'* 14 14 24 24 24 24 14 14 14 14GAIN5 
20 20 20 20 30 30 30 30 20 20 20 20GAIN6 
23 23 23 23 33 33 33 33 23 23 23 23GAIN7 

26 26 26 26 36 36 36 36 26 26 26 26GAIN8 

29 29 29 29 39 39 39 39 29 29 29 29GAIN9 

32 32 32 32 ■  42 42 42 42 32 32 32 32GAIN10 

35 35 35 35 45 '•s   . 45 45 35 35 35 35GAIN11 
38 38 38 38 48 48 48 . 48 38 38 38 38GAIN12 
<tl <♦! 41 41 51 51 51 51 41 41 41 41GAIM13 

<(■<♦ W 44 44 54 54 54 54 44 44 44 44GAIN14 

k? 1*7 47 47 57 57 57 57 47 47 47 47GAIH15 
50 50 50 50' 60 60 60 60 50 50 50 50GAIN1& 

-10 -10 -10 -10 0 0 0 0 -10 -10 -10 -10GAIN1 

-<f -<♦ -4 -4 6 6 6 6 -4 -4 -i+ -4GAIN2 

2 2 2 2 12 12 12 12 2 2 2 2GAIN3 

8 8 8 8 18 18 18 18 8 8 6 8GAIN4 

l^t l<f 14 14 24 24 24 24 14 14 14 1.4GAIN5 

20 20 20 20 30 30 ' 30 30 20 20 20 20GAIN6 

23 23 23 23 33 33 33 33 23 23 23 23GAIN7 
26 26 26 26 *36 36 36 36 26 26 26 26GAIN0 

29 29 29 29 39 39 39 39 29 29 29 29GAIN9 

32 32 32 32 42 42 42 42 32 32 32 32GAIN10 

35 35 35 35 45 45 45 45 35 35 35 35GAIM11 

38 38 38 •  38 48 48 48 43 38 38 38 38GAIN12 

<*1 «.l 41 41 51 51 51 51 41 41 41 41GAIN13 

t*<* l4<» <.<« 44 54 54 54 54 t<4 44 44 44GAIN14 

•*7 ^7 47 47 57 57 57 57 47 47 47 47GAIMi5 

50 50 50 50 60 60 60 .60 50 50 50 50GAIN16 

.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 9.0  14, ,0  17. .0  20, >0 OcN 

.0 .35 .55 .75 .90  i< .15  1. ,35  1, .60 OVUL 



Tr-icle Coefficients Matrix Data File 
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i. )335 
0. J J u 6 

.■')■:■ ii 

..JO rib 
c. 
0. 
.K13 
.; c ■.; £♦ 
.11.1:2 
..).:■ ss 
. 1516 
.3'J02 
.352? 
..1^23 
. J157 
.JlOu 
• J'-*35 
. '111... 

i. r: i., 
..1131 

.1-. Su 

. J '3 i 1 
. J'jfi5 
.3'.21 
.19'♦2 
.•19<45 
. 12 .'3 

. K:i3 

. i.'Hi 

■■:.': }!t2 

:.'. J 11 ?' 
1.'--92L. 

.0 JI? 

.0112 

.':'126 

.•:i&6 

.•J:<*2 

.0009 

.1392 

.2290 

.0153 
.0282 
.:227 
.C3ig 
• o ,%■} 
.••;i93 
. C..w»5 

1. J167 
.2-3 ^2 
. ij .19 7 

.'-•2 55 

.'♦213 

.^571 

.0121 
.0 122 

. C -J -. 3 
• i; Jv3 

.Ca41 

.1. J J i 3 
. .' o 1 i 
. J J J 4 

1.00 jf; 
a. 

.oo ig 

...■ug 

... ."i 3 9 

.'.ma 

. o J J 2 

.1133 

.'.■3 2t 

.0132 

.:;132 

. J191 

.i-vjv 

.9.-2C 

. ,-22 

.0.-36 

.■■)••"■ 17 

.■..--■u 
1.1269 

. Jlb2 
.•.;■- *3 

.30 39 

.13l«. 

.vyai 

. J v S 0 
•3. 
0, 

. c j^a 
. J j J 5 
. :3^u 
.OJ27 

u . C G 2 6 
3.iG71 

. C 011 

. (.'■J 16 
0. 
G. 
1. 0 0 ?■ 7 

.0 JIC 
•    . 01 J 5 

.L1S5 
• u OOD 

. ii U J 9 
' .32Ui 

.lit&l 

.U2'>5 

.0282 

.i.25 7 

.:'.'35 2 

.C:.6«f 

.jjy2 

. C ij k u 

.ro53 

.3U& 
.3194 
.:o52 

1.0217 
.3'»99 
.5172 
. L <♦ 7 0 
.w2(>5 

0. 
j . 

. C'loC 
. i'. I L 6 
. . 1 'i 7 
. C 3 9 2 

v. . Ct 13 
r.LCi2 
.rcn. 
.(.0 36 

i. 
c. 

.00C9 
.LC22 

1.0139 
.C351 
.11 ob 
.0C13 
.1365 

.0215 

.•;267 

.u2S2 

.0596 

.Cf 55 
. 0 u 5 7 
.r!i2t 
.on? 
./as}.1 

.ol57 

. C 7 o r 

.I.i»77 

.'i63S 
1.176C 

.:Ji56  ' 

.:.160 
C. 
G. 

. C';ie 

.iy.i- 
• C I; 5 £ 
.GC53 

■.■.0 0 4 8 
■"i . y t:: 9 

. i; '.' 0 4 

. u C 2 6 
V.'  « 

c. 
.0033 
. J Li 1 7 
. r; 0 3 8 
.0248 

1.0004 

.0009 

.0550 

.2245 

.•J117 

.024r 

. C ■"< 6 7 

.0427 

. ■:>■?. n 9 

.0043 
■ .0014 

.i:i96 

. d a 2 7 

.4800 

. J o 5 e 

. o 3 4 3 

.127 2 
■ .-3296 
.0077 

1.112 6 

0, 
, J C ., 5 
, j;: o 8 
. e ;■ 2 6 
0 3 7 3 

3. 0 0 0 2 

« J u U 5 

.0 015 
c. 
c. 
.3002 
.Juie 
.00 45 
.0145 
.0Q02 
.0006 

1.1945 
.3046 
..0184 
,0164 
-1.0 39 
.C25& 
.ooog 
.0 350 
.■i'.) 15 
.i5ii2 
. 3 9.; 4 
..^242 
,0097 
.'0292 
.1512 
.■♦3 65 
.0060 
.00(34 

I-JCCO 

■; 0 o 4 
.^0:35 
».l-.i20 
.•3 0 26 

o.tec6 
n.ooio 

.C017 

.0C29 
G. 
0. 

.0022 

.C C13 
,C166 
.0293 
• COG? 
.GQ11 
.2308 
.3273 

1.C35 5 
.0531 
.0212 
.0484 
.0116 
.0050 
.0059 
.0093 
.3425 
.5213 
.0241 
.0389 
.5 540 
.9483 
.0311 
.0143 

0. 
•0. 

. C i] 2 0 
1. C 0 C 9 
.IU 4 
.004 8 

0 . 0 0 Q 6 
CO 010 
.0018 
.0019 

0. 
0. 
.0011 
.0012 
.0177 
.0183 
.0007 
.0007 
.1242 
.1489 
.0251 
.0391 

1.0 30 5 
.0461 
. C 0 3 0 
.0036 
.0058 
.006 0 
.3275 
.4430 
.0280 
.0584 
.5916 
.6.116 
.0121 

.0103 
0 . 
0. 
.0 00 8 
.0007 
.0040 

1.U034 
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VData File 

7      NORTHSIOE  DEER  ANO  CATTLE  POPULATION  MODEL  GRANT  COUNTY ORKGON 
10  20  30  40  10  99 JYR KYR LYR HYR LOPT  HOFT 

1.00       3    30    10    2345 OVOtNA,T9RUNL,OVAR,IRANO 
U     0     0     0     0 0  6500                              CATLE 

4732  1081  1766  1078  7129 OEER 
659    48  8433  1800    43 FORAGE 

.30     .33     .23     .25 238.    300.    170.                 PRICE 
0.03  0.06  0.09 RINT 
15000 27500 33500 35000 60000 FORAGE CWR OHG DW8 S8R SGR 

.0    .0    .0    .0    .0    .0 .0    .0    .0    .0    .0    .0    1HUNT 

.0    .0    .0    .0    .0  .. .0 .0    .0    .0    .0    .58   .0    2HUNT 

.0    .0    .0    .0    .0    .U .0    .0    .0    .0    .20   .0    3MUNT 

.0    .0    .0    .0    oO.O .0    .0    .0    .0    .53   .0    '♦HUNT 

.0    .0    ,0    .0    .0    .0 .0    .0    .0    .0    .20   .0    SHUNT 
400   700 CATLUT 

7  NORTHSIOE  OEER  AND  CATTLE POPULATION  MODEL    ALTERNATIVE 
10  20  30  40  Ifi  99 JYR KYR LYR MYR LOPT  MOFT 

1,00       3    3C    10    2345 OVOENA, T jRUNL, OVAR, IRANI) 
0     0     U     0     0 0  6500                              CATLE 

4732  1031  17G6  1073  7129 DEER 
659    48  3433  1300    43 '           FORAGE 

.30              .33              .23              .25 236.           300.            L7Q-                                           PRICE 
0.03      0.05    -fl.OS RINT • 
15000    30250   42350   35000   60000 '                                       FORAGE   CWR   OHG   DUE   S8R   SGR 

.0           .0           .0           .0           .0           .0 .0       '.O-       »3     •      .0           .0           .0           1HUNT 

.0           .0            .0           ,0           .0           .0 .0           .0           .0           .0           .20        .0           2HUNT 

.o       .o        ,0       .o       .o       .o ;o       .o       ,0        .0        .0,0       SHUNT 

.0           ,0            .0           oO           .0           .0 .0           .0           -0           .0           .20        .0           4 HUNT 

.0           .0            .0           .0           .0           .0 .0           .0           ,0           .0           ,0           .0           SHUNT 
400         700 CACLWT 
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APPENDIX  C 

Computer Programs 

Program DEER 

Program MEAN 
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Or-'FIUE    C'li) 
CO "•'•'CM   FO-itGF. (f.) ,    FCCCAYlii,!^) ,    FPRO D ( v-, 1 2 ) ,    CrtTLMCRT (7 ,12 ) , 

lCATn£,INti5,12,2) ,   CATLSALE    (7,12),   OE-^ORT (16,12 > » 
?F'J«-"irT (16,11') ,   hUIJr(5,12),    C'./UL(e.)#   O'NCS),    FRiCEC7), 
•? ^AS^.Yb'A^M If ) ,    SA:.£'5-!(7) ■    CATL'^TtS),    HU^TUT (5 ) ,   M, 
'fCCHAMGE (13) ,    O-inSEYR      (.13)       , /IfW (18 ,16) ,   EXPORT S U S) ,OUTPUT (Ifl)    , 
•^ XL'XPORT , XCKAriG", XOChANGC , XOUTFUT   ,XM£AN (10 ) , SO (1 0 J    , CHAfiGE (18) 

ENO 
PROGRAM   OE.C'R 

VODEL CF NORTHEIOE CATTLE, OLER, ANO RAIIGci IK GRANT COUNTY, OREGON 

P^OGv.A'1 CCMPAK'ES TWO SETS OF NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGLMENT 
JTRATLGIES ANL/O.^ REbOURCc LEVELS. 
cr?sr LOOP, '<r-i, FOR SYSTE"! WITHOUT CHANGE (RUN ONEI 
SECOND   LOOP,    K3-2,    FOR   ALTERIIATIVE     (PUN   TWO) 

DIRECTORY   OF   lOr.iCAL   UNIT   NUMBERS 
COO   NUM'JER'.-    ARE   INPUT 
EVEN NUNOEF.S ARE OUTPUT 

LUN 1 = OOATA FILE 
LU!1 3 = DIRECT A^,0 INDIRECT TRADE COEFICIENTS MATRIX 
LUN 5 = VOATA FILE  "      . 
LU'i <♦ = LF (LINE PRINTER) 
LUM & = ECONOMIC DATA SUMMARY 
LUN fi = MONTHLY OATA ON SELECTED VARIAOLES 
LUM iC- = GEE-'? POPULATION SU-IMARY 
LU:i 12 = CATTLE t-OPJLATICN SUMMARY '        .    * 
LUN m = EXPORTS, OUTPUT, AfiO CHANGES IN ECONOMIC SECTORS  ' 

FOR st.Lr.crEo YEARS. 

IMCL'JOE   C-IN 
OIM.-.NSIO.'i   TI (LEdC. ) jCATLEt 7) , SALES (7) ,      CLOSTOT!7J „ 

1 XOHUNT (5'.') ,X'<RE7 (SO , PVt.UN r (2) , PvFEV (i) ,RINT (3) , 
luCATrlER(5) ,    r-U.I«IT (£•> ,   OEERIS),   XMORTOKS). 

'J: AD (1,61'. i.')    CGRATE,RATIO,    0,    CRATIO,   R,    BEN,    HEXP,,    "YEXF , G YRS. V 

READ   TRADE   COLF ICIENTS   MATRIX 

READ (3,57:!.) ( (XIMVd, J) , J=l,18) ,1=1, 18) 

READ   COLMTY   OPOPTS 

"EAOd ,5't'.!')    PASEYEAR 
REAu(l,yi,.'f )    LEATHER 
REAO(l,S5Jl)    RLIMIT 
READ   (1>^2'.-.)'   ( (PQECAY (I, J) , J = l ,12) , 1 = 1,5) 
RL'A HI, 5 2 :< ; ((rrr-iof.-r ((, JJ ,,1=1 ,ic), 1 = 1, IO 

-r-IAOd ,52    ■ 1  ( (.-.E-.^CRf (I , J) ; J = i, i 2) .,I-l,lo) 
READ (i,52.:i 
REAId,?? . 

RE AC (i ,53-!: 
RE •".■"'11,5')-.'. 
Z E A' t (1 ,'.- J . 1 
no  qcjgo  KT- 

((CATLSALE    (I, J)., J--l,12) ,1 = 1,7        ) 
( i O •'. T L 10r: T ( I, ; i , J ■' 1 . :i 2 ) , I - I > 7 ) 
( ( (CATGAIN    (T, J,'<) , J.-1 ,12) ,1-1,16) ,K--1.»2) 

HEN 
O-;UL 

REAO    VOATA 

" ATA T H A. T "AY 1 [ F FE R EE T H E •'. N ALT'- ■> N ' T I V E SET E C:: 

CO^iOIT lU' E OR !':EenS TO ?r "'. iET FCR EC-iPARTSOti . 

yE^ots^r )  TITL* 

0 0 0 01 
0 0 U 0 2 
0OOP3 
'J C C G (, 
o o: :■ Q 3 
0 C C .! 6 
0 C 0 0 7 
0 0 C 0 8 
0 01' 0 9 
0 0 01C 
0 C (' 11 
0 0 012 
0 0 C 13 
o c: i', 
c c e 15 
0 0 D16 
ocei? 
0 0 013 
0 C P1!) 
00020 
00021 
00C22 
0 0 0 2 3 
0 3 3 2'* 
0 0 C 2 P 
0 0 0 2 6 
0 i) .j 2 7 
aoe2a 
c o 5 2 g 
a '>: o 31' 
,0031 

C G 0 3 2 
C I!- C 3 3 
Q u C 3 it 
!) 3 .'■ 3 5 
0 0 0 3 6 
01 G 3 7 
0 0 ■.- 3 8 
a c r. .3 q 
0 0 0 << " 
000(11 
o o:,'(2 
J 0 C <* 3 
c a;; * 'i 
;• o c* 5 
0 0 C U 6 
0 0 C «4 7 
i; C i''; 3 
0 C C <> T 
G 'j T' S 0 
c c,, r> i 
accv2 
•j 0 '.' 15 3 
0 0 l- 5 s 

i) o r. o o 
0 0 G 5 7 
0'! 0 7 8 

o:: <•.'.' 

'.I - :. 6 1 
0-7'  '2 
o c ;• E 3 
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SEAC    Y-Ar;3   TO   FRUIT   ECO:   SECTOR   CY fA 
IF   LOcT   =   1      POINT   EC Or!   S1CT0R   DATA   EVERY   YEAR 
IF    POFT   =   9S   EUPKESi   Ff.OC, SALES, GAIN, <   LOSS   TABLES 

S.-::. .1 (S .(S't'i! ) JY<••'•, <Y''? , LYSt.MY^jLOf T       ,r!0PT 
^RlJ~iU,b^''0)   TITLE 
REA3(5,ooiit)    CV'JEMA,   T,    -RUNL,    OVAR.IRArJO 

READ   REGINMING   INVENTORIES 

■READ    (5,5000)   CATLE 
FE^O    (5,-jlC.0>   DEER 
READ    (5,51':;)    FORAGE 
REA0(D,5b,!t)    F3ICE 

>?EAC   INTEREST   RATES   FOR   COMPUTATION   OF   PRESENT   VALUES 

RE 0<5,5'f:K> RINT 

READ   .'-.ORMAL   FORAGE   PRODUCTION 

'♦0 10 

5r. !r.' 
01 jj 

To .1:1 
5'> i,'i 
55 IC 
r- ?. J :■ 
57 ji' 
5 ? .1} 
cq -> -i 

•eo )•: 
Gi.)': 
f. 2 ) 3 
£301 
fru J3 
C 
C 
c 

R£AO(&, 
READ(5, 
Rh"AO(& , 
FOS^AT( 

1 /MAYs,6 
FO'C"!f.T ( 
FO1'! -lAT ( 
FORMAT( 
FGK-'AT ( 
FOR-'AT ( 
FO-'IAT ( 
FlJ"--!.H ( 
FO.-w-".T ( 
FO^IA'T ( 
FORMAT( 
FOR'-tAT { 
FOR"Art 
FOR-•AT ( 
FOR'-'ATf 
FOR'-I AT ( 

510 0 

6 b u C ) 
t r.,1 
X,iJU 

5F6.n 
12F6. 
12Ff-. 
vFb.it 
•JF6.5 
7.r:1.2 
6 ( F 6. 
■if-'^.G 
eF6.3 
£ F 6 . 'J 
5F4.2 
1 .. A 6 ) 
Ff5.«», 

Gt2X, 

CHR, 
( (HU 
CAT 

3X, r 
ME*, 
) 

) 
5) 
•3) 
) 
) 
)    • 
^,3X 
/"3FS 
) 
) 
,2F6 

= 1,5) 
;)HG,0WB,S3R,SGP 
MT (I|J),J = 1,12) ,1 = 
LWT 

OECjt., bX, *jAN*f6X, /FEa/,6X,-?MARCt!3t,6X,/APRIl. /,6X, 
&X,^JULY*,6X,yAUG/--,&X,j;SEPT*,&X,*0CTif,6X,rN0V?/) 

)  ,Ft.l4) 
.0) 

.2,2F7.li) 

3F6.C,I8) 
I2>) 

:oMPun: :IO!-'IAL FORAGE PRODUCTIen 

CO 
DO 
FP 
CO 
FP 
FP 
FP 
F"' 
FP 
fO 

FP 
fO 

FP 
Fn 

FO 
CO 

F -■ 
p p 

FP 

CO 
7 

c:') O 

-YiO 

pnn 
•: I.' ■'} 

■" C 3 

■-co 
ROD 

-ont- 

1=1 
J=l 
,J) 
.J=i 
,J) 
.H) 

,5) 

,7> 
,'>) 
,6) 
.7) 
^l 
,11 
,o) 
.7; 
.• i) 

,r.i) 

= .25'CWR 
= .if^cuG 

= .3; '•'QWG 
= , •', 0 " '3 W G  ■ 
= .l^'OUG 

-. 15-:'.iy 
-:. "t"-''-)'.''; 
-. ;3*a'!3 
= . 7;''0:-;f) 
) =. ij-'Mwn 
-. •)5-*c; ."< 
- . ^^''VIR 

~, C5*So'< 

0 0 0 6 if 
00065 
00066 
G 0 0 6 7 
0 U 0 6 3 
•30069 
3 0 0 7 C 
00071 
0 0 0 7 2 
QCC73 
00C7ii 
0 0 G 7 5 
00076 
•30077 
0 0 C 7 8 
0 0 0 7 9 
0 0 C 8 0 
0 0 0 81 
0:50 32 
00083 
0Q08't 
00085 
00086 
00087 
0 0 0 3 3 
0 0 0 3 9 
congo 
0 0 G 91 
0.0 0.92 
C 0 C 9 3 
J 0 0 9 if 
3 0 0 9 5 
0 0 0 96 
00 097 
00098 
0 0 C S 9 
0 0 10 3 
o c i a i 
00102 
0 010 3 
0 010 '* 
0 010 5 
00106 
II C 1C 7 
0 0 10 3 
0 010 9 
0 0110 
r>0 1il 
C■ 0 112 
0 0 113 
n n 114 
0 0115 
0 0 116 
0C 117 
'•; 3 3 13 
Q 0 119 
00120 
00121 
0 0.1.22 
'-. 3 12 ■? 
3 ■■• 12 'i 
0 0 12 5 
00126 
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h-p;;oo('j,n)=. I5*SGR 

F"-";-ju{5,r) -. r;;''-5G;? 
FPROO(5,3)-. 3t:»SGR 
!-'-:TTr(M., 3;7'- > JW.KYS.LY^.MYR 

3)/;    p'j-: ,.*.T (/,r : c::i:-y:ic s^cioi O;,TA    PKI'ITLO?,/?    Yf:;.«    jt,i»<?.x, 12)) 
IF <!.OPT.c:0.1 )      WRITE.(i.J3u7S) 

3r75      FO^'^.T (*?:*,J!   ECCNCMIC   SECTOR   DATA   FRINTiO      EVERY      YEAR*) 
l.^.ITf-; (4, 3'J?0 ) 

3J50       FORMA T (/,3t X , I   OVULATION'^/) 
k^. ITE( 4, 3J6:, )   OVUL,   0£N 

?C'jJ       FORMAT (*    ^,JX,7;   31RTH   P.ATr./,2X,    8 ( F6 . 3 , ?.X) , / , 2X, *A V/E   FORAGED,2X, 
t = (Fo.^jZX) ) 

WMTECt.oZvG)   TITLE 
wmi-JU.Sjci: ) 

3;.'.v;      F0?MAT (/,3C X ,   it      FORAGE?//) 
WRITE C1*!'♦09- )    FORAGE 

1.0 9?      FO^N,';T(*J<,1JX,5F10.0) 

i-KITE ft, 3 0?.? ) 
30 2o      F0R'-!AT(/.,3CX,/      DEER*//) 

V.RITE{t»,i*u?U )   DEER 
1<=TTE(<*,3T15 ) 

3010      FORMAT (/,3CX, t     CATTLE>!//) 
l-i^ITEC*,'^^: )   CATLE 

i»3 9 3      FO^.-IAT ( Jf'J*,! ."X, 7F1").0) 
W'iITE('»,30'iC ) 

SJ^O FORMAT (/,3i.X,< CATTLE  PRICES//) 
w-aTE(Ht56r.:)  PRICE 

V.;-UTE(^,7.r:r ) (1,1=1,5) 
7C 1C      FORMAT U-RAiNOO^I   CORRECTION   FACTORS)!   /   2'JX,5I7> 

WMITCU,?!; - )   WEATHER,';.LI'1IT 
71J0      FOH'iAT (?oW£ATH-:R*,12X,E;F7, 2//C FACTOR   LIMITS* ,&X,5F7.'t) 
C 
C     CC'-li-SJIE      StEFESLMCi      YEAR      OUTPUT 
C 
C     C2A?-:-Y>-1.('13)i   =   XINV(18,10)*G/,SE'YE<4M13) 
C  MATRIX MULTIPLICATION TO DETERMINE OUTPUT OY SECTORS FOR 
C  LOCAL ECONOMY, 
c  ■     v 

CALL ^oR0(XIMV,0ASEYEAR,03ASEYR  ,16,16,0,11,1) 
H^ITE ( 1 «♦,&:;• : )  TITLE 
'.s-.ITE (1^,421 J)       JYEXP.BYREV 

'i21-i      FQRVMit   tjlIX,*   R£FERE!:C.:      YEAR      DATA?,/,?      HUNTER      EXFENCITURES t 
A21-5   '. ,!-'! '• , j ,/) t       :>A!JCH   REVCIIUE?, F1C. t ,/) 

URT-f-- ( lu, i« 2 UJ) 
!".•;   i.l      1-1,10 

Ul WRITE (i'*,'.?!'-')    I,DASEYEAR (I) ,OEASEYR (I) 
1.2 IH      FORMAT (6X, 12 , 2(11X, F3.0) ) 
bZVi      FORMAT (•'♦X, *      SECTOR/,7X,*   EXPORTS/ , S X , t      OUTPUT//    ) 

1.-<TTL< '>,62: ' )    TITLE 
KR ITE 14 »•".'" ;■•>) 

3JiS      FOF.MAT (/,irx , t   C-IRt ,-7X , tQUGt ,7X , tnvcs* ,7Y., tSBRt ,7 X, tSURt, /) 
v -:IT:;( i,;'' v  )   f-rtt, ^ViG ,D;; IJS'R^GR 

IF (MOPT.c^.gq)      GO      TO   5 
'■'■■.ITE u,'.jr;) 
i^w'TE ( •»,•♦ ':,'.'■ ) ( '.X[M'..' (I, j) , ; = 1,<}) , i-i, ll) 
I-. -; IT c. ( 4 , A.? 2 j) 
'.•RITEfH,:^'^' ) ( (XIN7 (I, J) , J = 10, 13) ,1" 1, 13) 
FORHATU   J*.0) (f'6.4,3X) ) M22.' 

!.2:J      FO v'-'AT (/ , o'.X , -tl^JiL iSi MATRIX       (COLUMNS      i:-li)///3 
n;'".--T (/, *    [MV/'-.E   MATRIX    (COuU'-'Nr      .'•-')/      ///) 
•; i 'i ■. ( :., 2 : : . ) 
O-'.'-AT (/-L z    ,    o;»X,    ?r-0-?AGE      PRODUCT 10::/   /   ) 
:0.1 I CL ( •», 4 •'i i J ) 

0 0 12 7 
00123 
0 012 9 
0D130 
0C13i 
00132 
0D133 
OOloff 
C 0 13 5 
00136 
00 137 
0013 8 
00139 
OOl'tC 
00141 
00142 
00143 
0 0 14 4 
0 014 5 
0 014 6 
00147 
0 014 8 
0 014 9 
0015:1 
0 0151 
00152 
0015-3 
00154 
00155 
0 015 6 
0 015 7 
00150 
CC159 
0 016 0 
00161 
00162 
00163 
0 016 4 
00165 
C0166 
0 016 7 
0 018 8 
CO.1.6 9 
0 017 0 
0 C 171 
0 017 2 
0 017 3 
C C 17 4 
ii 0 17 5 
o u * t O 

0 017 7 
Hi If >i 
■) 0 17 9 
1 C 15 0 
0 C: 1 >! j 
0 01-3 2 
'J 016 3 
0 C 1 9 4 
d 0 13 5 
j (.' 1 ! 6 
C '! 13 7 
". V 1») 6 
o u i a 9 
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KRITLC, 
i^itO FO?:''A7 (i 

WRIT;:  (<► 
?■::?.>< POP^AT( 

w^1T r(^, 
!'. R IT C ( 't , 

fcC/J FORMAT(* 
WPITf. (1, 
KRITL (■'», 

?J7C FOR'IfiT (J! 
l-.^ITEU, 
I^RIT: (4, 
KRITCC;, 

20 5'J FOir-!.''.T(s 
WRIT:('», 
hRITitf:*, 

i.OJC FOR-,U (/ 
IX, l^Fi'J. 
2X, i2F:L :. 

3 <JCOWS*, 

WRITE(4, 
SC.G FORMAT (/ 

HRIT!"(^, 
'wRITliCi, 
hRITECti, 

23 3: FORMAT(^ 
WRITEU, 
hRITr(4, 

u-j?.-j FOR-t.'.T (/ 
WRITE I^i, 
WIT LI*, 

z;1"}) FOR'ifiT (/ 
WRITiTtit, 
fcRIT£ f. , 
WRTTK(4, 

PC'JJ FORMAT( / 

KRITf. ( 'H, 

hRITi- dv. 
WR I TI ((,, 

£ 01*.; FORMAT(^ 
hRTTKti., 

■    WRITE C, 
<.C3& FORMAT (* 

WRITt. U, 
GO      TO 

c; WRIT;. Ct, 

11 FORMAT(/ 
11 1,*      SIJr;R 

WRIT:". ( '', 
6 CO NT INUV. 

WRITS Cr, 
^•?5 FOR'-'.'.T (/ 

10RATIO 
URITtt t, 

lrlYKXF, jY 
^r r; F 0 R '■• A 1" ( /■ 

URITt(6. 
IsRITCIo, 
hRITfre-;, 
WRITi." (a, 

c ■*> 1   ' 17 0 •"..•■; 1/ 

0 J.-:: FOR-iiT f 1 

'.:'-.:) (i, (i:r-.oc(i, j), J--I, \Z), 1=1,5 ) 
" i.itX, 12,12 r 10. C , (/?■ / , <.X, 12,12 Ft 0.0 ) ) 
,3!2u) 
*:■*    ,   bUX.,t FORAGE  (.ATUPAL  LOSSES*  /) 
<. :■ 1 '■') 

i* ."?>') (I, (FOCCAY (I, J) , J-1,12) ,1-1,5) 
■:,t,i>X,lZ,\£f\i\.c,Ut   ^,'rX,I2,12F10.5>) 
2170) 
^JIO) 
•;<',6(»X,J:  CATTLE  SALES*/) 
V.rf. ) ((CATI.SALE (I,J),J = 1..12),I = 1,7) 
& 2 CO TITLE 
ZihZ ) 
0/ , 6 i*x, t     CATTLF:  NATURAL LOSSES*/) 
'tOlO 
*M: ) ((CATLMO.RTd, J) ,J = lfJ2) ,    1 = 1 ,7) 

t, tC*L\IZSt,/   3X,*Hr:iFtRS*,12FlC.5,/      X,#      STEERS*, 
ii,/*:jY£ARLlNGS*,/      X,*   HEIFERS * , 1 2F1 C . 'j , /      X , *   STEERS)*, 
'5,/   *'Jne:iFERS*,X,12'FlC ,5,/   * .J STEERS * , 2X, 12FlG,5,/ 
!*X,12Fi:.'i   /) 
2: ft;) 
J*f6<tX,*      CALF     WEIGHT      GAINS*/) 
"TJIO • 
<t}£;)) ((I, (CATGAIN   tI,J,i<), J= 1,12) ,1 = 1,16) ,K-1,1) 
2:190 
J*,6<4X,*     YEARLING     WEIGHT      GAINS*/) 
U.UC) 
'»'?2v) ((T, ICATGAIN    ;i, J,K) ,J= 1,12) ,1 = 1,161 ,K---2,2) 
:;*,'iX,I2)l2Fl0.C, (/*   / , '>X, 12 ,12r 10 . 0 >) 
^2:Z)   TITLE 
■2:^0) 
■■:*,b4X,*        OEcR     HUNTIJ G     LOSSES*/) 
•'••MO 
'♦'.JO (I, (HUNT (I, J) , J = l, 12) ,1=1,5) 
2)20 
>''*,', <*Y.,i        FAWN     NATURAL     LOSSES*/) 
1110 ) 
'4J25) (I, (FNNORT (I, J) , J=l,i2) ,1 = 1,16) 
2;ti'j) 
'i*,e'(X,*  OOE  AMD  OUCK  NATURAL  LCSSES*/) 
"CIO 
(♦i 3? ) (I, (OERMORTd, J) , J = .l, 12 ) , 1 = 1,16) 
C*,'«XlI2,12Fi:.5,(/*   *, ^X. I2,12F1,!» !i) ) 
C'-ECL-)   TITLE 

11) 
,*      PROCUCTIOK,   SALES,      GAIN,      AMD      LCSS      TABLES     ARE*, 
flSSZO     FOR      THIS      RUN*   /) 
62:... )    TITLE 

20 25) 
, If X , Z'3*, *OV.TENA "■        RUN.. C-?.VATE RATIO C 

R titW i-IEXf-      BYEXP      3YI-EV     OVA-R-    IRAMQ-V) 
'.??) 0V'.1:-;NA , T,RI;.'JL, CHN: TE,1^ ATI 0,0, t: RAT 10 ,R»sEN,HEXP, 

,     J tf K ',j-AMO 

1 *^:<PCR T 

.' * . i .'X,>-"o. i,vFfl.2, 3F7.(,.,IC)/ > 
■>2C'!)    TITLE 
»i 2 ] O 
'12 20 ) 
•J2 31:) 
, .'.■' X , * -.i-.M.'AL        i^i;:" :■■«.<*/) 

Y;-      WK      liir.'TtR        HI.- i r.:R 
OUTPUT.') 

RANCH*, i>':<,2(*T0TAi. * ,5X) 

C 0 19 C 
0 0191 
CO 192 
0 019 3 
ocig-', 
& 0 19 5 
00196 
00197 
oci-aa 
00 199 
0 0 200 
00201 
U02D2 
00203 
0023'» 
00235. 
00206 
0 0 2 0 7 
00208 
0 0 209 
0 0 210 
O0211 
00212 
0 0 213 
0u21«» 
00215 
0 0 216' 
0 0 217 
00213 
00219 
0 0 220 
0 0 221 
0 0 222 
00223 
0:224 
00225 
0 0 226 
03 227 
00228 
3 0 229 
00230 
00 231 
30232 
0 -' •? 11 

0 C 2 3 <♦ 
J0235 
0 0 236 
00237 
J0238 
3 0 239 
C 0 2 '1 0 
0 0 cUl 
CC2!,2 
J '"! ? !> 3 
L-0 2t«t 
0 (i 2^5 
002^6 
002;./ 
uJ2'.3 
} C 2 't 9 
J02:;a 
■j 0 2 5 1 
0 0 252 
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82: 

5? 
in 

5-1 

81 
81 
61 
£1 
61 
C 
C 
c 

FOf-.^AT 
1^OLTPU 
wim 
h-^ITF.t 

!.-<n:". ( 
FORMAT 
FORMAT 

1 7X,*HU 
F09-t«T 

i,2X,?.F 
W-<ITf. ( 
WRITEt 
win-. ( 
WRITE( 
FORMAT 
FOKi'^T 

i-iX , ZSA 
FOR'tfiT 

1*WtI&H 

' ,t    "'crJ.;FiTi  FU-C.-iA5! 3 
I'; CRt A S E.  INCREASE/,/) 

iNvJO', 2X,^ EXPORTS', 

T   *  O   '■ 
J    . '    w     . 

ux, 
YK 

ING*, 
IX,* 
one *, 

,311! 
12 

TITLE 

* OEER POPULATION ANNUAL SUMMARY/:/) 
WF>,oX,^AVE YR<,2X,rF0RAGE/f5X,7.T0TAL*l2Xt/ 
X,*N0V*,7X,<M0\,'*,i*X,-/HUtlTING LOSS OISTRI^UT 
ORAGE*,2X,*ST OE V t, 5 X, fCZZ? t,'»X, *L CS3E St, <*X 
X^'J/C^.'iX,/-FAWfiJij'iXjTf 3UCK?,itX .iOOt'it^X^YR 

TITLE C) 
0) 
0) 

13 nj 
CX,/   CATTLE      FOPULATIOM   ANNUAL      SUMMiRY*/) 
K WF#,3X,^AVE   YRf ■;2/,*F0RAG::*,6X,3:T0"f AL/,2X, %' 
,2X,*AJt'. CALF?,2X,#AVE   YR* ) 
,<    FORAGE^, 2X,*ST.   3= V * ,4X, /CATTLE * ^X , viLOSSE S * , 
<-X , /WEIGHT/,/) 

SET   UF   CONSTANTS   FOR   RUN 

X'1EAN<3)=XNEAil(9> =SO ( 6) =S0 (9) =C . 
SANCHR-'V   =C. 
ORATE=ORATIO 
DO      95      1-1,7 
v ■■< E A M (I) = S 0 ( I) = 0 . 
CLOSTOT(I)   =Q.    '        • 

9? SALE'S ( I) =0. 
DO   96      1=1,5 
HUNTOT (I) =(.-. 

96 XHC-'".TOT(I)=-3 . 
r-:.Eci.p  -  I./T 
N'-IOS .=   RU\L   *   12 
NC-lYr   = '^uia 
I.OFTICN   =   K   =   0 
CO   S   ^1   =   i, 5 
IF (RLIMIT(I) .LE.0.;i)      GO   TO '    8 
K   =   K    *   1 

LSAtfE   =   I 
8      CONTINUE 

IF (K-.E-O...!)      CALL   EXIT 
IF  tr-., ■:'.;, i)    LO

C
 ncii = i 

I"    (LO-TT 1." , EC. J)      GO   TO   12 
IFAC   =    LSAVE 
GO   TO   19 

12      REACTOR   =   UNIFOR.M(IRdNO) 
CO      17      I   =1,S 
IF    (RFACTOF.LE.    RLIMIT(I))       GO   TO   15 

1~      COiiTIi-iUE 
1    =   5 

15      IF AC    =   I 
If. V.t". Ti-IR    -   '.MAl'HCRdKAC) 

AUC   =   A'JO   =    v. 
''.j D   ^ j      I   =    - , 7 

20      AUP   =   aUC   +   CATLL'(I) 
CO      V.      I   =   2,5 

3"      AUC   =   "UO   +   OEF.= (I)    ♦   R 

»      "      •J|!T.>.      EC;)?      r-EGlfis 
UX'IT-. { I,>J2.'; ) IITLE 

U'mEt .3,<Mi5) 

3X, 0U253 
:J25'» 
3 0 255 
00256 
130 25 7 
:) C 2 5 8 
0 0 259 

NATURAL/, 0 0 260 
ICN«) 00261 
,/LOSSES/ 0 0 262 
SEX//) 00263 

0 0 26'. 
0.0 26 5 
0 0 266 
00267 
0 0 269 

NATURAL/,5X ,00269 
03270 

11X, '3 0 271 
'.10272 
00273 
0027*, 
0 G 2 7 5 
00276 
0 0 277 
00278 
00279 
0028C 
00231 
00232 
0 0 2 9 3 
0 0 2 6'. 
0 0 23? 
Ci 0 2 3 6 
0 0 2 8 7 
■J 0 2 3 3 
0C289 
3 (.29 0 
0 0 291 
00292 
0 0 293 
0 0 2 91, 
01)295 
0C296 
0 0 2 97 
0 0 290 
00299 
30230 
0 0 3 01 
0 0 3 0 2 
00203 
0 0 30'. 
0:305 
00306 
003ii7 
00o0!3 
0 0 309 
0 0 310 
0C311 
0 0 212 
2C 213 
OCil't 
0 0 215 
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20 is      FO,?'-1/iT it   *,gX,*M0UTH*,7:<, /AFriK, i.vy,/ftFCj!,7x, *.M.'0'/ ,7X,<AIJC3!}7X 

1 *FC.iMr ,3X,TY^   3UC<*,'»X, -/YR   D0£r,6X,*ji;CKr->7X,)t00E*//) 
NY FAR   -   1 
00      959      1=1,   KMOS 

MONTH   OF   YEAR 
C 
C     SET 
C 

C     PRI 
C 
C 

V   = 
IF 
CAL 

CAL 
CAL 

CAL 

X^F 
XIE 
S0( 
SD( 
W^I 
FOK 
IF 
NT 

MO 
(M. 

I. <? 
L 
L X 
L f 
A fi ( 
A fit 
i) 
2) 
Tt"( 
•"AT 
(tt. 
fry 

EN 

D(I,12 
EO. 0 ) 
ANGC    ( 
FrF    ( 
•liT^X 
CON (   R 
1) -   X 
2) =   X 
=   S0(1 
= snta 

{<'J# ,1 

PORTS, 
LOFT 

-   12 
C T i ) K i 

TLH, 
OicR, 
Cil'.L'V 
AfHl) 
A11 ( ?:.) 
+ AFO 
+■ AFC 
M, AF 
,12,2 
GO 10 
O'UTFU 
1,    IH 

AFO 
AFC, 
X^O 

, HU 
¥   A 

f A 
« »j; 

0, A 
X,2F 

T, A 
LAS 

, AFC, AUC, AUC) 
AUC, SALES, RATIO, C8RATE,   CLOSTOT) . 

P.TOT, TRSCIP, CVOEMA, R, ORATE, AFO, AUO) 
NTGEN, HUNTEXP, iiYEXP , SYR EV, Gctj , 0,htXP) 
FO 
FC 

FC, AUO, AUC,XMORTOT 
12.'»,7Flf. .C) 

NO  CHANGES  3Y  ECOM   SECTORS 
T YEAR CF RUN, OR AT REQUEST 

IF 
. LY 
KR 
WR 
V-R 

00 
V»R. 
WR 
FO 
FO 
FO 
1 

FO 
CO 

YEAR.N 
AiN3„NY 

£ ( 1 :* , 6 
'£(lif,3 
EC IV,3 
725      J 
•:(iv,3 
E( iv, 3 
AT t*-:* 
tr CAI 
AT (#1!^ 
TPUT*, 
AT{*-< 
iwue 

E.NCHY 
EAR.NJ. 

cO.-3) T 
LI 3) N 
'.20) 

-1,16 
<,r.:).j, 
-5 J) X 
,2X,I2 
I X , 1 
,iS^CT 
/,3'-.X, 
,t   TOT 

R.ANO.MYEAR.NE.JYR.ANO.NYEAR.NE.KYR.AMD.NY EAR.ME. 
.I'YS..AND.LOFT.NE.l)       GC      TO      800 
ITLE 
YEAR 

EXPORTS ( J) , O'JTFUTU) .CHANGE (J) ,OCHANGE( J) 
EXPORT,XOUTPUT,XCHANGE,XCCMANGE 
,2X,4Flc,t) 
TEAR      OF       RUN       IS *,I2,/) 
0R/,5X, *SXPCRTS?,&X, ^OUTPUT t , SX , t   EXFORT*,r>X , 
*   INCREASE*, 'tX, ^INCREASE*,/) 
AL   3t,i,F12.P) 

1 : 
si* 5-; 

9 )? 
c ■ '. 
C        COMPUTE      awo      PRINT      ANNUAL      CATTLE      AND   DEER   POPULATION      SUMMARIES 
C 

930 

FAW 
?UC 
00-' 
F A v, 
EUC 
COE 
FO 
CO 
CAT 
DO 
CAT 
CSi 
CLO 
CLO 
X.IE 
CO 
xnt- 
XHI; 
XNO 
HUN 
IF< 
F'M.'-i 

KIi 
: I L. : 
:rLi 
; = L); 

= 0E 
-    F 
-■   ri 

IK 
J5 . 
LE 

;-c 
;TO 
. f* - 

fio 
'R - 

T = 

T = 

OT 

-F 

:ER 

:c '< 
^cs 
j= 

: C A 

IS,'. 
.cs 
(J 

:i-u 
i 

.'HU 

1 J.) 
■:T„ 

HUM 
HUN 
HL'M 
(1) 
Ic) 
5)*- 
/DO 
/(JO 
ALE 

1,? 
TTL 
L!. +. 
+ CL 
) -S 
NT = 
J=l 
V.k 
NTt- 
RT 
= yM 
Lt • 

'Ir! <IL 
C'JGKILL 

TOT(l) 
TCT (2) tHUNTCTC*) 
TCT(.i) +liUMTOT (5) 

»-D-ER<'t) 
DEER(5) 
E 

-•CL03 = 0. 

E*CATLE(J) 
SA'.r it.J) 
OSTOT(J) 
ALCS(J)=0. 

,5 
*■    OE Vr\ (J) 
HUIITUT (J) 
♦ yWHYOT (J) 
CRTCr (J)=C- . 

L/XPUN1 r 
/XHUMT 

0 0 316 
00317 
00318 
l?03ig 
0 0 320 
0C321 
00322 
00323 
0 0 32'* 
00325 
I-0 32 6 
0 0 327 
0 0 328 
0 0 329 
.•30330 
00331 
00332 
00333 
0 0 33'i 
00335 
00336 
00337 
00338 
00339 
0 0 3 U 0 
C0 3'»l 
0 0 ZM2 
J03<*3 

0 0 3'*'. 
J03«»5 

0 0 34& 
003'*7 
CC348 
003'.9 
00350 
00351 
00352 
0C253 
00351* 
00355 
JC356 
0 0 3 5 7 
'3 0 35 8 
0G359 
r.0360 
0 0 361 
00362 
0 0 363 
0 0 36'* 
10365 
C0366 
0 0 367 
0 0 368 
0 0 38 9 
00 3 7 0 
0 0 371 
0C372 
00373 
3 0 371* 
0 0 3 7 5 
0 0 3/6 
0 0 3 7 7 
0.0 37 0 
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gn 

PC 

61 

JO 

s? ir 

<.s 

CO 
CO 
S"1 

x:-i 
IF 
JF 
WR 

IF-'-l 
FO 
UR 
FO 
CA 
CA 
CA 

CA 
CA 

.:HT-COZ 

{j) = •; 
KAiM J) 
('•'0. zo. 
(•:.T.:Zn. 
ITidi:, 
HT,3KHT 
R'lAT (< 
TTt:(12, 
r *! A T ( * 
LL SUMS 
LI. SUMS 
LL S-Jk'S 

SUMS 
SUWS 
SUMS 

KlLL/XHUf.'T 

LL 
LL 
Li. 

= X 
i) 
a) 
3c: 
,00 

*.'! 
5 j 0 

*,! 
(CA 
(FA 

Ori 
(OK 
(FO 
(CO 

((SO 
Mc.AM 
XCilU 
XC:iU 

:-:HT, 
2,F6 
:")MV 
Z j r 6 
TLWf 
MCH;? 
UI«T, 
HT,6 
.7) 
,8) 

(J)*12.   -   XHEAM (J) *»2) /I'I'I.) 

(J) / JL Z . 
:iT (MYKAR) =:XHL'f T 
:;T (MY£AK) =Xhu:n-XOHUNT (MYCAR) 
t-AR.WtTHRjX.MCAh. (1) ,50(1) , XOE ES , X MORT , XMUNT , FO, BO , 
ORATE 
.£,2F8.3,3Fie, C ,f;F8. 3) 
-lAR.W^THR^Kr.Af! (2) ,S 0(2) .CATTLE, CLCS ,CS ALE ,CATLWT 
.2,?.F3.3,3Fi3.f ,2F8.0) 
(1),3) 
£ V , U ) 
5) 
) 

PRINT  AHNUCL  ECCNOMIC  SUMMARY 

IF< 
IF( 
WRI 

IXCf-' 
FOR 
XME 
R A N 
O^A 
IF 
WZT 
CO I, 

KG. 
KO. 
TE( 

-'AT 
AN( 
CUR 
T!:- 
(LC 

T 1 N 

EO.i) 
r.o. 2 > 
0 , 3 2 C j 
EjXOCH 
(/■ *,I 
1)=XME 
EM  =  r. 
(UNIFO 
PTICN. 
= RAIM 
UE 

X.".REV (N,YEAR)=RAf;CHREV 
XRRE'.;iMYEAR) =RANCH;;L' V-XRRE tf ( NYE A R) 
)NYEAR-, WETHR,MUNT'JtN,HUHTEXP,RAKCHREV,XEXPORT,XOUTPUT, 
ANGc 
2,F6.2,7F10.0) 
AN(2)=S0(l)=S0(2)=f . 
« 
RM(IRANO) - .5)/0VAR + ORATIO 
EC.l)  GO TO  700 
(WEATHER, RLIMIT, IRANO) 

*      *      *.     OUTER      LOOP      t.riOS     *      *      * 

MYEA?    =   IIYEAR   +   1   • 
=59      CONTINU? 

WRITE (!i,e,2'". •))   TITLE 
Mi I TEUi 4 ::■-'•») 

H<*  FORMAT (/, 7rx,*  INVENTORIES  FOR- THE  FINAL  YEAR?,/) 
Wr<JTE('t,3';i.', ) 
ViRITZCt.^ifC )   CATLE 
h?.ITE<:t,3ClJ) 
k(UT£.((»,f»J9J ) Od'ER 
W^ITr (u,;: :;■;• ) 

WRITr(!,,i»-|O0) FORAGE 

COMPUTZ   MEAN   ANO   ST   OEV   FOR   SELECTEO   VARIABLES 

IF (":U'-!L.LT .2)      STOr5 

co  z u !.■ >) i = :•, •} 
r.O ( T) -SORT I ("■MJCL'SO (I) -XMtAN(I) »»£)/ (RUML* (RUfJL-1. ) ) ) 
XHF. An ( I) =XPF/U:( I) /RUNL '• 

V3      COM'TMii:" , 
WRY U. {4,&'2r.:- )   TITLE -^      ' 
l-RJ r •:(•'.,.?0 i. 3)' 
WRIT-, (it, 3: i 't) 
'.-RITE (i*,3 "f 5) (X.••••;;".is; (I) , I- 3,rt) 
i< R J. T L (:v, 3   .. 6 ) (S 0 (i ) ,1 = 3,5) 

J3      Fnr-H (t-r ,'t5X, /-"^LcCTCO   S'.MTirT JCS* Z^-" , 53X , ?:FOR*) 
i'.      FO'-'-'AT (.■:- f ,^:</'-Z a.ir   WTX, .'V, /RANCH   RE V A , i X , ;'H L;iT   LOOSES/, c!X , 
: ■■■ t /;''!■   -.K/T: T ;, -v,,.- ■•..• /.vy.■/.,.•.'.', fu.;:</nr.'£;) 
' ^      ^ (.''.".■ i ( r -•'' :■ A • 1 / 7 J X , :- f- c -j • ^ , 3 r i j • •'») 
I'o      FORMAT ( /-STA'lt.MR.:// '   OE V.C ? T i CI-. - , if U . : , 3 Fl G e '.) 

00379 

1)0 330 
0C381 
U0332 
0 0 3 8 3 
0 0 3 81, 

• 0 0 3 S 5 
0 0 3 8 6 
fiO 38 7 
00388 

CA0 0 33 9. 
0039C 

0 0 392 
00393 

00395 
00396 
C0397 
0 0 39-8 
00399 
OO'tOO 
00401 
00'»02 
0 0 403 
0 0 404 
0 0 405 
CC406 
00407 
0 C 4 'i 8 
00409 
00410 
i) 0 411 
0 0 412 
0 0 413 
0 0 414 
0 0 415 
00416 
C0417 
00418 
0 0 419 
00420 
CP421 
0 0 4 2 2 
0 0 4 2 3 
0 0 424 
00 425 
00426 
0 0 427 
0C428 
0 0 429 
.'/ 0 4 3 r 
0 C 4 31 
C 0 4 3 ?. 
0.) 4 3 3 
i! 0 4 3 4 
0 0 4 3 5 
0 0 4 36 
00 437 
0 0 4 3 3 
0 0 4 J 9 
3 0 4 4 0 
li L 4 4 1 
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9399     CONTINUt 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 

COMPUTE ANO FRINT PRESENT VALUES FCR CHANGE IN DEER 
HUNTING.LOSSES ANO RANCHER REVENUE  USING.ANNUAL DIFFERENCE 
Mt THOO. 

00   98   J=l,3 
98 P\/HUNT(J)=Pi/REtf (J)=j.0 

00   99   Iri,NCHYR 
t OC   99   J=l,3 „. 

P\/HUMT<J)=!'VhUNT( J)+XOhUNT(I)/(i.+RINT(JJ)**I 
PwREtf(J)=F»REtf(J)+XRfitV(I)/(i.+RINT(J))»»I 

99 CONTINUE 
WRITi<lM9991>SINT,Pi/HUNT,PVREV 

9991  FORMAT{23X,< PRESENT tfALUES*//5X,* INTEREST*,6X, 
A3F12.1t//5X, t   PtfHUNT<,8Xf3F12.0//5X, * PVRRE V *, 8X , 3Fi2o 0// i 
STOP 
END 
SU3R0UTINL SUMS <X,K> 
INCLUDE CMN 
XKtAN(K) = XhtAN(K) ♦ X 
SO(K) = SO{.K.) ♦ X*X 
RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINt ECON (RANCHREW, HUNTEEN, HUNTEXP, eVEXPj, SVREWi, 

13EN, Q, HEXP) 
INCLUDE CMN 
DIMENSION  PH'EA0(7) 

COMPUTt 
OHEAO(l) 
PHEA0(2) 
PHE'AOO) 
oHf:A0(H) 
°HFA0(5) 
oHEA0(6) 
PHiiA0<7) 
REV = 0. 
00 20 I =1, 7 

2.0 'iU   =. REV ♦ SALESM(I) 
ACCUMULATE RANCH REVENUE 

RANCH REVENUE 
CATLHT (l)*Q»PRIC£m 

= CATLHT(l) ♦ (2-0) ♦ FRICE(2) 
= CATLWT(2I»Q»PRICE(3) 
= CATLWT(2>,'(2-0)» FRICF(<») 
= PRICE(5) 
= FRICE(6) 

= PRICE(7) 

• PHEAO(I) 

RAHCHREV   =   RANCHREV   ♦   REV 
IF    (M.N'i.12)      GC   TO   80 

CCMFUTE1   HUNTER   BENEFITS 

HUNT8i.N   =   0. 
00   30   1=   1,   5 

30      riUNTOEN   =   HUNT9EN   ♦   HUNTOT(I)    »   BEN 

CC1FUTE   HUNTER   EXPENDITURES 
HUNTEXP   =   0. 
00   '♦O   1=   1,5 

^0      HUNTEXP   =   HUNTEXF   +   HUSTOT    (I)   *   HEXF 

CCMFUTE   CHANGE    IN   EXPORTS 
XHY   -   HUNTEXP   -   eYEXP 
DC      50   I   =    1,18 

50      CHANGE(I»=0. 
CHANGE(l) = RANCHREV - 9YREV 
C^AKGECt) = XHX * .0315 
CHANGE(5» = XHX * ,1799 

0 0<»<*2 
00(«<*3 
0Qi><*k 
00^(«5 
00<9<»6 
00<»<«7 
00<9ti8 

00<t50 
0 0<o5i 
00«i>52 
00<«53 
00«(>5«> 
00k5§ 
00<356 
00%57 
00««5S 
0 0<J59 

0 0<O60 
00<>6i 
0 0«Jia2 
0 0 ID 6 3 
0 0<9 6<« 
0 0*o&5 
0 0»o&6 
00<»67 
OO'J&S 

00(169 
0 0«>70 
00<»7i 
00<i72 
001)73 
0 0^7<» 
00(t75 
0 0'»7& 
00<i77 
00<i78 
00()79 
00<.80 
0 0<»81 
00(>62 
00(983 
00<»8<» 
oo^as 
001)66 
00U97 
ookae 
0 0<»89 
00it90 
00()9i 
0 0*192 
0 01*93 
0 0^9i» 
0 0i»95 
001)96 
0 0i>97 
001)98 
001)99 
00500 ' 
00501 
00902 
00503 
00501) 
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Crii-tlCEiT)    =    XhX   »    .Z%7if 
CM/.NGi:. (i.?)    =    XHX   "    .:j-J61 
CHANCE (l"i)    =   XHX   ♦   .0951 

C 
c coMPUTr.:  rorAt.  turpur OF ^CO:; 3ECTcr-3 
c 

00 f-.C  I = 1,18 
SJ  EXPORTS (I  ) = aaSCYEAf. (I) + CHANGE (I) 

CALL MFRO ( X I f) V , EXPORTS , CUT PUT , 1 i , 1 8, 0 , 0 ,1) 
XOCHAr.,G-;='<'CUTPUT = XEXPGP.T = XCHANGE = r . 
00  7C  I = .1,18 
OCHAi-JGICE) -OUTPUT (I)-OOASEY^(I) 
x:ypo~a = x;:xpO'"<T  ^EXPORTSd) 
XCh A;;G L = X Cl-ft NG-_ tCM A KGE ( I) 
XOUTPUT-XOL'TPUT + OUTPUTd) 
XOCHAMG.--.rXCCHANG£ + 0CiiANGEd) 

73      COMTIMUE 
l-j      RETURN 

EHC 
SimoUTINI   OEEPtCArLE,   AFC,    AUC,    SALES,   RATIC,   CeftATE,        CLOSTOT) 
INCLUDE   C-IM 
OIMENSIOM CATLE(7), SALES(7), CATLGM(2), CATLCS(7)s,   CLOSTOTtr) 
IAFC = IFIXt (AFC-,26)»7.5) 
IF dAFC.LE.l) IAKC = 1 
IF (IAFC.GE.16)  IAFC = 16 

;     COMPUTE DEATH LOSS 

CO 20 3 I = 1,7 
2 10  CATLOSd) = CATLEd) * CATLMORT (I, N) 

DO ?5u I = 1,7 
23'j  SALESMd) = CATLEd) ♦ CATLSALE (I,M) 

C COMPUTE HEICHT CHANGE 
C 

DO  2Uj  I =■1,2 
240 CATLGNd) - C ATG AIN d AFC , M , I) 

00 2^1      I    ~    1,2 
25';      CATLWTd)    =   CATLWTd)    +   CATLGNd) 

C 
C     CATTLE   INi/rHTCRY 
r, 

CO   2eC      I   =   1,7 
2-31      CATLi'd)    =   CATLEd)    -   SALESMd)    -   CATLOSd) 

CO   E7o    I    -   1,7 
?7;      SALES(I)    =   SALcSd)    ♦   SALESMd) 

CO   2 3'":   I   -    1 ,7 
21":      CLOSTOT d)    =   CLCSTCTd)    ^   CATLOSd) 

C 
C     CALV-.S    •"sO'H   Af.O   AGES   /.OVAflCEO   IN   FECPUA'^Y 

IF    (N,MC.3)       GO   TO   350 
COWS   =   C.'.ILEC?)     i-   CATLE(5) 
V-OR'i   -   COHS   *   CSSATE 
CO   3' ..      IK   »   1,2 
TA    -    Li   ■•    IK 
I'3    =   I A   -   ? 

3)"      CATLEdA)    -    CATLEdA)     t-   CATLEd") 
CO   52;   IK   -   i,:' 
1 ft    =   '.-IK 
IT   -  r ; - ? 

' :■'    ■: \T.. ;:')   -- :..: !V.:( ii.:> 
c-ML■."(•.)   =  ''0-"..,i  »   ;Ario 
CATLLC t) - '3 0«M - CAl'LE (2) 

00505 
ij L' 5 C b 
0050/ 
G 0 5 0 8 
0 0 50 9 
0 0 510 
00511 
0 0 512 
00513 
0 0 51 <♦ 
3 0 515 
0 3 516 
3 0 517 
00510 
0 0 519 
00520 
0 0 521 
■30522 
00 52.3 
00524 
00525 
0 0 526 
0 0 527 
0C523 
0 0 5 2 5 
0 0 530 
00531 
0 0 532 
0 0 533 
0 0 531* 
0 C 5 3 5 
0 3 536 
005^7 
0 0 53a 
0 0 539 
0 0 5<iQ 
OGS'ii 
0 0 542 
0 0 543 
00 5i»'» 
C 0 5 U 5 
00546 
3 3 547 
00548 
0 C 5 4 9 
•30550 
00551 
0 0 55 2 
.10 55 3 
0 3 5 5 4 
30555 
0 0 500 
0 0 55 7 
j C ti 5 S 
3 0 559 
0 0 56.0 
0 0 561 
0 0 562 
:: 0 56 3 
0C'56 4 

»!"!5t":r, 
0 0 557 
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C-ULI-.TC?)    =   CAT!.:-I7(i) 
CiTLWT (i)    -    T: . 

3 3--    AUC = :. 
00   ?6C   I   ='3,7 ' . 

?.'->'■,       .IJJC    =   A UC    »    CATLd(I) 

f.MO 
SU"90UTINd   XGCERX    (DcE.R.X'IO^TOT.TRECIFjOVOcNA.R.ORATJOjAFO.AUO) 
IIICI.UOZ   CMH 
CIHENSIOU   CiE.RtS)    ,'   XM0f?TOTv5)i    XMCRTf (?) ,    HUNTM(S) 
AFF   =   AFO 
IF    (M.XO.?)       AFF   =   OVOENA 
IAFC   =    IFIXtAFF*/.^) 
Ic    (IAFF.LE.1)       i'AFF   =   1 
IF    (IAFF.GE.io)    IAFF   =   16 
lAF'l   =    IF1X( AF0*7.5) 
IF    (IAFCI.LF. 1)       tAFO   =   1 
IF    (lAFO.GL.16)      IAFO   =   16 

C 
C        COMPUTE   DEATH   LOSSES 
C 

□ 0   V.-J      I   --   2,5 
t»33      X'ICPTMd)    =   DaE'HIJ    *   OERMOHTdAFDfH) 

XMOr<TM(.t)    =   OEE^.(l)    *   FH'IORT (IAFF,M) 
00      4,25      I   =    1,5 

l»25      HU'JTH(I)    =   OEER(I)    »   HUNTd,^) 
00      A5J      I   =    l.'j 

'♦50      CEr'K(I)'  =   OtEF. {•!•)    -   HUNTHd)- -   XMORTMd) 
C 
C        ACCUMULATE   TOTALS,      HUNTING   AND   KCRTALITY 

CO    Vti    I   =   1,5 
473      HUNTOT(I)    =   HL'NTOTd)    +   HUHTM(I) 

CO      '.61      I   =   1,5 :-    - 
^S,'      X'IO;::TOT (I)   =   XMO^'TOT (I)    +   XMOST'I d) 

C 
C        EXPOHLNTITM  AVE    OF     FORAGE 
c 

OVnE^;Av=   OVOEfiA    f   TRECIP   *    (AFO-GVOENA) 
C     STOr<E   0\/ULATICN   KATES   FOR   FOL L CM IMG   KAY    IK   OECEI'GFR 

IF    (M.NF.l)       GO   TO   '«a5 
CALL   LCOKUFtCVUL..   OtJi,    CVOf.hA,    QVR) 

C 
C 
c 

PAY FAWNS  3CRN,  ADVANCE AGE CATEGORIES 

^■S5 IF (M.NE.f,)  GO TO 5;,(? 
OOFS   -   OcE!'-(3)    f   0c'c;?(5) 
YEADQLO   =   OEER(l) 
00 '.g:    IK  = 1,2 
.IA      =   6   -   7K 
1 ■?   -   .1 A   -   2 
C£E-dA) = OEi-MIA) t OEE'-MIO) 
OEl'^ (.?) - YEA'-iOLO » O^ATIO ' ' 
C^E'CU = ''E/HOLJ - ClEE«i2) 
OK:"^ t'.) = GOES * OVR 
AUO -•■•• 
00 i^rV Z -- 2,5 
AUO = AUO + Oti.vd) * R 
f;: ru-:!-: 
E.'iO 
su■•';-:our i\>;  LCC'<U-~;XI,X2 ,X;<,RESULT) 

r:.'i 11=1,2 
IF  {/•: (!) . CE .XX)  GO TO 2 

1.5 .' 

si: 

(.6:1 

00568 
00569 
0 0 570 
JO 571 
00572 
0 0 5 7;! 
0 0 57'. 
00575 
00576 
00577 
0 0 573 
00579 
00580 
00531 
00582 
0 0 533 
00581. 
0 0 5 8 5 
C 0 5 3 6 
00 537 
00588 
0 0 589 
0CS<30 
0 0 591 
0 0 592 
00593 
0C59'. 
0 0 595 
GO 596 
0 0 597 
CO 59 3 
0 0 599 
0 !; 6 0 C 
0 0 601 
oases 
0 0 603 
00C0A 
CO 605 
0 0 6 0 6 
00607 
f. 0 f 0 0 
0 0 609 
0 0 61 C 
0 0 611 
c o e 12 
0 0 613 
0 0 61 A 
00615 
0 0 616 
30 617 
00613 
0 C 619 
0 0 6 2 C 
'.10 621 
0 0 6 2 2 
■•'JO 623 
0 0 62'* 
0 0 6 2 5 
00626 
00627 
?C6:-2fi 
0 0 029 
0 0 630 
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1 COHTi:;:j^ 
I   =   0 

2 RESULT   =      XI(I) 
R:r. TO^.fl 

SUDROUf Ifl"   KAt-.C'i:'    (    KcTHR,    Af'U,    AFC,    AUU,    AUC) 
IMCLUOil   CMN 
ox•■•'•:HSIGU FMPROOC.;)   ,  FKOZCAY   (5) 
= QUn'AL'-''JCt (FORAGE (1) ,CWR) , ( cORAGE (2) , OWG ) , 

1 (FORAGE (3) , 0W3) , (FGRAGE (>♦) , SOR) , (FORAGE ( 5 ) ,S GR) 
CO  I.)  I •= 1,5 

COMPUTF. FORAGE PRCOUCTION 

1C  FMPROO(I) = FPROO(I,M) * WETHR 
DO  c;;  I = 1,5 

2.')  FORAGE(I) = FCRAGEd) + FMPROC(I) 

CCMPUTE AVE FORAGE AVAILAOLS 

GO TO (25, 25, 25, 3i ,35, 50,50, SCl^O^P ,60,^5) M 
25  AFC = OWS/fUO 

AFC = Cl.'R/AUC . 
GO TO 3." 

30  AFD = JHG/AUO 
AFC = CWR/AUC 
GO   TO    3 0 

35      AFC   =   SCP/MQ 

AFC   =   3WG/AUC 
GO   TO   SO 

4.1      AFO   r   AFC   =    SGR/    (AUO   f   AUC) 
GO   TO   3r 

^5      AFO   =   AFC   -    OVIO/    (   AUO   +   AUC) 
GO   TO   3J 

50       AcO   =•   SnR/AUO 
IF    (M. ECf.O)      GO   TO   52 
AFC   =   SGR/AUC 
GO   TOv9C 

52      AFC-OWG/AUC 
GO   TO   SC 

60      AFO   =   SBR/AUO 
AFC   =   0W3/AUC 

30      F£r.00   =   AUD 
FZiOC   =   AUC 
IF    (AFO.LE.g )      ^CEDO •=   AFO   *   AUO   »    ( i-. i?1''* AFC) 
IF'   (AFC.Li..2 )      F.-:EOC   -    AFC   *   AUC   *    ( .1-. 25''AFC) 

; SUBTRACT   FCRAG'r:   USEO   FROM   FCRAGE   AVAILABLE 

GO   TO (9.) ,5: ,9J ,95, 1JU ,115,115, 115,1 J3,It 5,12:,liT)    M 
90      Os-'O   = ONO   - FEE'JO 

C'.IR   - QWR   - FEEOC 
G O    f O 125 

.15      H'-IG   = "JWS   - F,-;;-;00 
C-r;   = -K'?   - FEtnc 
GO   TO i;-5 

1JI      SG^   - Sf.R   - FE^DO 
CG   - O'.'G.   - KtiLQC 
GO    TO 125 

1!5      SrlR   - S^R   - FEuTO   -   FLEOC 

3G631 
0 0 632 
:J0 63 3 
0063<4 
r ? () 3 5 
Si IJ 6 3 6) 
00637 
0 0 638 
UU639 
0C6'»0 
unbui 
0 0 6it2 
0061.3 
OC (:«»<♦ 
006«»5 
00646 
C06i»7 
aoe^e 
ooe^g 
0065C 
0C651 
00652 
0 0 65 3 
joe5't 
Q0655 
00656 
0 0 657 
0 0 653 
00659 
00660 
0 0 661 
00662 
0 0 663 
0 0 664 
0 0 665 
0 0 666 
00667 
0 0 668 
00669 
0067C 
00671 
00672 
00673 
JO 67 4 
00075 
U0676 
0 0 6 7 7 
0 0 678 
0 0 679 
0 0 630 
0 0 £ fi 1 
00 602 
0 0 6 8 3 
0 0 6 *?■ 4 
00635 
0 0 636 
00607 
0 0 688 
fi 0 f: 8 9 
0 0 690 

.13 
GO TO 125 

rL-00 - .FEt'OO 0 0 692 
00693 
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115'  S1^ = yg^ - Frvoo 
IF ('•!. •:o.6) GO TO 118 
SGR = SGR - FEEOC 
GO. TO :.2r> 

ill  OWC = O'vG - rtc.OC 
CO   TO 125 

12?      SSR = ^O"? - FCIUO 
OWG - DWg - FEEOC 

CC'-IFUTE   FCR/'Gt   DETERIORATION 
C 
c 
c 

125     DO   IV,      I   -   1,5 
14,?      F'-IO-'CAYM)    -   FO'UGE(I)    «   FDECAY (I, t-i) 

DC 15C I = 1,5 
15&      FORfGcdJ    -.   FORAGE (I)   -   F'iDECAY(I) 

RETURN 
•F.flD 
FiJN'CTTCM   RF-I'i    (   Ht'UllER,   RLIMIT,    IRANQ) 
01 KENS ION   WF. ATHE^Cij)    ,    PLIMIT(S) 
RANOOM   =    UMFO^M    (IRANO) 
00   ?■:■?     J  =   1,5 
IF  (RAM001.LE.RLIMIT(J))    GO TO 350    , 

300    CONTIMLTE: 
J   =   5 

353      If7 AC   =   J 
RAIN      =   WEATHER(IFAC) 
RETURN 

FUNCTIOti UKIFOK-'I (IRANO) 
I^.ANO - AN'0(A(. QC'.G'-J'J'IRANO, 377777770) + 1220519, 377777773) 
UTiFCR-l   = ISAMO/333a6j7. 
RETURN 
f.MO 

•joes'* 
0C695 
30696 
3G&?7 
0069C 
0U699 
0 0 700 
00701 
00702 
C 0 7 0 3 
0070i» 
0C7C5 
0 0 706 
U0707 
0(;-70 8 
00709 
0 0 710 
00711 
3 0 712 
00713 
00711* 
0C715 
0C716 
00717 
00718 
00719 
OC72 0' 
00721 
0 0 722 
0 0 7 2 3 
TiJ72 4 
0 0 7 2 5 
0 0 726 



PROGRAM   MEAN OOOOi 
C     CONFUTES.   Y=AX1    ^   3X2      CR     Y=SORT(AAXl   *   39X2.♦   2ABX3t 00002 
C 00003 
C  USED TO COMPUTE RANCHES INCOME, HUNTER SENtFITSf RESIDENT 0000«!i 
C  INCQMt, AND LCCAL GG\/. REVENUE FROM HUNTING LOSSES 0008S 
C  AND RANCHES REVENUEo 0009S 
C   • 00007 
,C  COMPUTES MEANS WHEN Xi AND X2 ARE MEANS. 00003 
C  CCMPUTES SfANOARD DEVIATION WHEN XI AND X2 ARE VARIANCES 00009 
C  AND X3 IS COVARIANCE. 00010 
C 00011 
C  OIREOTORY OF LOGICAL UNIT NUMBERS 00012 
C  LUN 2 = Xi,X2,X3  DATA FILE 00013 
C  LUN 3 = DATA OUTPUT 0001% 
C  LUN 6 = A,6  DATA FILE 00015 
C  LUN 60 = TELETYPE INPUT 00016 
C  LUN 61 = TELETVFt OUTPUT 0001? 

DIMENSION XI (50) ,X2(50S ,X3(50) ,AU} j3(i»J 00018 
v»RITE(61,20> 00019 

20  FORMAT (* WRITE NOo OF. XI.< *Zt,/t   MUST BE AN INTEGER*. 00020 
* t      BETWEEN 1 < 50* ) 00021 
N05=FFIN(6C) 00022 
K0.ITk'(61,25) 00023 

25 FORMAT C* WRITE 1 IF ST OEVS 2 IF MEAN BEING COMPUTED* J 0002«!> 
S-D = FFIN(60) 0002S 
DO 26 1=1,NOB 00026 
REA?(2,2(i)Xl(I),X2(I),X3(I) 0002? 

Zu,      FORMAT (3F2C, 2) 00028 
26 CONTINUE 00029 

K£A0(6928)A58 00030 
29 FORMAT(F15.13,X.F5o2,X,F16.13,X,Fllo9,/XI,'»F10o7'3 00031 

kRITEU^O) 00032 
30 FORMATtX,* J*,7X,* XI*,7X,* X2>,7X,* X3*!|7X,* Y*} 00033 

CO ^O 1=1,NOB 0003% 
DO to J=1,L 00035 
IF (SOoEO.U GO TO 35 00036 
Y=A(j)»xi(I)+e(j)»x2<I> 00037 
IF(SO.N£.l) GO TO <»0 00038 

3 5  Y = SORT(A(J)<'»2*Xl(I) ♦e(J)<'*2*X2(I)+2„0*A(J),'EtJJ»X3!IH 00 039 
^0  W<ITE(3,?0) J ,X1(I) ,X2(I) ,X3(I) , Y 000<}0 
50  FORMAT!X,I2,<»F12.0» 000<5l 

STOP OQO*o2 
END 000^3 


